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TANAY DESAI
Sports Editor

Hey everyone! I’m Tanay De-
sai, and I am your Sports Ed-
itor. In this month’s issue you will find 
insightful analyses of the Inauguration 
and Senate trials, vaccination efforts 
around the world, reviews of the latest 
movies, an update on the latest action 
in sports, and crucial advice for stu-
dents from JMM Seniors. Whew, that’s 
a lot. During these demanding times, 
we hope that you can find something 
interesting or inspiring in this month’s 
edition of the Sword and Shield. Have 
an excellent month, Spartans!
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THINGS TO DO OVER SPRING BREAK
By Jessica Jiang

Spring break is nearly here! From March 29 to April 2, there will be no classes, and you have the week to relax! 
Although we are still in the midst of the pandemic, there are plenty of things you can do to make the most of your 
spring break. See below for some ideas if you are wondering how you could best spend your time off school!
Go on a walk. The weather should start getting warmer, so grab your jacket and walking shoes and go for a stroll! 
Walking is a great way to stay fit, and outside, you’ll be able to get fresh air and sunshine (if it’s sunny that day). 
Keep a mask handy as well - if you encounter many people, you should put on a mask to help keep others safe!
Video chat with extended family. Especially since we missed family gatherings during the holidays, it’s good to 
stay more in touch with your extended family! Make time to hop on a Facetime or Zoom call with your relatives 
and catch up on what’s happening in their lives. 
Catch up on schoolwork. While school might be that last thing you want to think about during your time off, 
spring break is actually a good time to get caught up in your classes! The week of spring break is right after the end 
of third quarter, but you can still take this time to complete any assignments that were missing. You should talk to 
your teachers to see what they allow and until what date they will accept late work.
Start studying for AP Exams. Again, not the most fun thing to be doing over break. But without classes for a 
week, studying for AP Exams is a great way to prepare for the tests and keep up your memory at the same time. 
Since the AP Exams are just two months away, now is also the best time to start preparing so you can spread out 
your studying and be in your best shape for the actual tests. You don’t need to review for too long every day - set 
aside half an hour or an hour for classes and chapters that are more difficult to understand.
Get an indoor plant. Since the weather is warming up, consider getting a 
plant to bring the spring weather indoors! They’re a great way to 
freshen up the air in your home as well. Do some research on 
which plants would fit your home and lifestyle - there are 
a variety of plants with different needs in watering, light, 
and pet safety. Once you find the perfect plant, it’s sure to 
brighten up the room!
Have a spring cleaning session. Now is a great time 
to clean out your room and home. Organize your desk so 
you have a decluttered workspace for school and oth-
erwise. Sort out any old clothes, and consider donating 
them. Recycle old papers and wipe down your furni-
ture. Vacuum your floors and carpets to get rid of dirt 
and dust and possible spring allergens. 
Start a journal. On the days off from school, get 
a notebook or a journal and simply write out your 
thoughts day-by-day. Writing and putting your 
thoughts on paper can help you relax, and it’s fun looking 
back at old entries. You might even begin a regular journal 
or diary that you continue writing in after break - see where 
the writing takes you!

STUDENT LIFE
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JOIN VOTE16 MADISON!
By Amira Pierotti & Maggie Di Sanza

     Vote16 Madison is a new, youth-led, Madison-based 
campaign working to lower the voting age in Madison, 
Wisconsin to sixteen years of age for Municipal and 
School Board elections. Through legislative advocacy, 
youth engagement, and coalition building, Vote16 Madi-
son strives to make lasting legislative change in Madison. 
We’re a movement led by and for young people that is 
100% people-powered and fighting to ensure the enfran-
chisement of young people in Madison. 
     Lowering the voting age to sixteen has a myriad of 
benefits, from making voting a habit, to strengthening 
civics education and voter efficacy. Lowering the voting 
age has verifiably led to a long-term increase in voter 
turnout, encouraging more citizens to vote and engage 
in politics. Voting is habitual, and a person who votes in 
the first election they are eligible for is likely to continue 
to vote consistently. The age of sixteen is a far better time 
to establish a new habit than the age of eighteen, and data 
from Berkeley California displays that sixteen-year-olds 
vote at significantly higher rates than older first-time 
voters. Additionally, sixteen and seventeen-year-olds are 
ready to vote. Research within the past year has shown 
that young people have the civic knowledge, skills, and 
abilities to vote responsibly. On top of that, young people 
are heavily impacted by local politics. Youth work without 
limits on hours and pay taxes on their income, can drive, 
and are occasionally tried in adult courts. Sixteen and 
seventeen-year-olds deserve to vote on issues that affect 
them on a local level. Finally, a strong civics education 
and a lower voting age reinforce civic responsibility and 
engagement.
     Every individual is impacted by politics and munici-
pal government from the moment they are born. From 
whether police are trained to treat civilians with humanity 
to if menstrual products are available in public restrooms, 
municipal elections are instrumental to the well-being of 
residents. All individuals should have representation and 
direct say in how their city treats them, including youth.
     The Vote16 Madison team has already worked with 
local candidates, city council members, and legislators on 
ensuring that we lower the voting age in Madison, Wis-
consin. Will you join us in making this a reality? If you are 
interested in joining the movement, please visit vote-
16madison.com, or reach out to vote16madison@gmail.
com. We look forward to enacting grassroots change with 
you! 

MMSD: WHAT THE 
REST OF SECOND SE-
MESTER LOOKS LIKE
By Maggie Di Sanza

     As of February 10th, 2021, the Madison Met-
ropolitan School District (MMSD) has announced 
a gradual re-opening plan for the rest of second 
semester. They reported that they are starting to 
return to in-person instruction beginning with the 
lowest grades at the beginning of March. The cur-
rent schedule for returning grade levels to in-person 
instruction includes March 9th as a start date for 
Kindergarten, March 16th for first and second grad-
ers, and March 23rd for third through fifth graders. 
MMSD told the Cap Times that as they have “Con-
tinued to monitor our current COVID-19 metrics, 
from Public Health Madison and Dane County and 
the Centers for Disease Control & Prevention, we 
are moving forward with a phased-in approach, 
starting with our youngest learners.” While they are 
introducing this phased approach for elementary 
schools, the plan for middle and high school has yet 
to be announced, although it is likely that the district 
will attempt to have us return to school by early to 
mid-April. 
     Students and families are given the option to 
either return to in-person learning or continue vir-
tual instruction. Anticipating the both positive and 
negative responses from staff, students, and fami-
lies across the district, MMSD writes that they “are 
grateful for the support, grace and understanding of 
our students, staff, families, and community during 
these unprecedented times. As part of our commit-
ment, we will continue to refine our virtual learning 
instructional delivery model, and pay close attention 
to the social-emotional well-being of our students, 
staff, and families. Thank you for your continued 
partnership as we navigate these challenging times.” 
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4 THINGS YOU 
CAN DO IN 
GOOGLE ARTS & 
CULTURE
By Olivia Zhu

     Everyone knows about Google 
apps like Gmail, Classroom, and 
Docs, but what about Google Arts 
& Culture? Google Arts & Culture is 
an interactive platform that allows 
you to explore and learn about art, 
culture, history, science, and individ-
uals from around the world. Here’s 
a list of activities you can experience 
through Google Arts & Culture:
     1. Virtual museum tours - 
While being stuck in a pandemic, 
Google Arts & Cultures offers won-
derful museums in Google Maps’ 
street view for you to visit. Over 
2,000 museums are offered, including 
the Smithsonian National Museum of 
Natural History, the Musée d’Orsay 
in Paris, and the Anne Frank House. 
In these visits, you’ll be able to see 

art, artifacts, and dioramas while also 
viewing each museum’s architecture 
and design. 
    Although navigating through 
street view can be difficult, it’s worth 
it—not only are these visits free, but 
each street view is captured in no-
crowd museums. Enjoy the realms of 
art, history, and science in peace and 
quiet.
     2. Online exhibition stories 
- These are short informational 
articles with photographic visuals 
about pieces of art, culture, fashion, 
social movements, events in history, 
and individuals—how The Hobbit’s 
storyline was recreated as a quilt, the 
meaning behind Monet’s paintings, 
Black athletes expressed on stamps, 
and recently, how Thai and Israeli 
individuals respond to COVID-19 in 
art, are just a few. Online exhibition 
stories are a great way to broaden 
your cultural competence—from 
Indian surgical methods to punk 
culture—as well as exploring what 
contemporary artists are up to.
     3. Augmented Reality - The 

Augmented Reality fea-
ture allows you 

to examine 
art, 3D 

models of animals, artifacts, and at-
risk tourist sites. Basically, if you’ve 
wanted to see five-eyed ancient 
creatures, Neil Armstrong’s space-
suit, experience the big bang, hang 
the Mona Lisa in your room, or visit 
France’s Chauvet cave of prehistoric 
art, then download the Google Arts 
& Culture app! 
     While many of the activities on 
Google Art and Culture are accessible 
through your Chromebook, down-
loading the app on your phone allows 
you to view these virtual spaces 
through your phone’s camera—this 
means seeing life-sized animals and 
stepping inside “pocket galleries’’ to 
see art in your home without having 
to use street view. 
     4. Arts & Culture Experiments 
- Arts & Culture Experiments is a 
collection of coding and machine 
learning projects for interactive cul-
tural learning. 
    One of them, An Ocean of Books, 
is just like Google Maps—only in-
stead of mapping the Earth, famous 
written works have been organized 
by genres into little “islands” of their 
authors. Another is Assisted Melody, 
where you can compose music with 
the help of machine learning. Draw 
to Art allows you to discover art-
work by doodling random shapes. In 
Runway Palette, you can upload an 
image and see how fashion designers 
would select and arrange colors in 
your photo. 
     To wrap things up, if you’re ever 
bored at home and are in the mood 
to learn or try something new, check 
out Google Arts & Culture! With fun 
and informational activities about 
art, culture, history, and science from 
all around the world, you’ll surely 
find something interesting! 
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AP EXAM UPDATES
By Saivarshini Rishi

Recently, the College Board has made updates about 
the 2021 AP exams. Last year, all of the exams were 
virtual, but as of this year, both in person and online 
testing will be offered. There will be three testing 
schedules, so the type of testing offered will depend 
upon the specific schedule. The first time slot will 
be May 3-7, 10-12, 14 and 17. These dates will only 
be for in person testing in all subjects. The second 
time slot will be May 18-21 and 24-28, which will 
have half of the subjects being in person and half of 
the subjects being virtual. The tests that are virtual 
can be taken either at home or at school. The final 
time slot will be June 1-4 and 7-11 which will have 
both in person and virtual tests; however, most of 
the tests will be virtual, taken again either at home 
or at school. Students won’t be able to select the test 
date, but schools will be given this decision and can 
select more than one test date or type of test. For 
any conflicts that occur during the third test date, 
there will be a makeup test date after that time slot. 
Otherwise, the second and third test dates will also 
serve to be makeup test dates for students. But one 
major change from last year’s exams is that this year’s 
digital exams are such that students can only work 
on one question at a time and cannot go back to a 
previous question or skip to later questions. Students 
will also have to type their answers on the digital 
exams and will not have the option to photograph 
their work like last year. Therefore, a special app will 
be used this year that gives various symbols to use 
when writing responses if needed (like for Calculus 
and Chemistry). However, both the in person and 
online test will be a full-length test and there is no 
difference in terms of the content covered. Most 
of these updates may not be permanent and might 
change as we move closer to May. There will still be 
the AP daily videos like last year starting mid-April. 
Until more information is provided, students should 
continue to prepare like any other year and stay 
updated with the College Board website. 

GEA UPDATE
By Amira Pierotti & Maggie Di Sanza

     The JMM Gender Equity Association has had an in-
credibly active February! We started second semester off 
strong by discussing the intersectionality of feminist and 
justice-oriented issues. This includes focussing on BI-
POC (Black, Indigenous, and People of Color) feminisms, 
LGBTQ+ and queer rights, disability justice, and fat-liber-
ation movements. These incredible feminism have influ-
enced mainstream and contemporary feminism and are all 
too often appropriated by white feminists. Each week, we 
explored a different BIPOC feminism, with one presenta-
tion on the history of that feminism. We heard from some 
incredible student leaders who are continuing to pave 
the path towards inclusive and wholeheartedly uplifting 
feminism. 
     As we look forward to March, we will continue our 
discussion of intersectionality, and make it applicable to 
current issues that our society faces. For instance, we will 
discuss the healthcare industry, and how destructive it can 
be towards historically marginalized folks; in addition to 
how our education system traditionally excludes people 
of color, queer students, and other margainalized popula-
tions. In the few meetings prior to spring break, we will 
be watching The Life and Death of Marsha P. Johnson, 
describing the work and death of the trasngednder rights 
activist of the 1960s and 1970s and how trans-justice work 
is still gravely important today.
     We can’t wait to have more incredible discussions and 
projects! If you are interested in joining the Gender Equity 
Association, we will be hosting virtual Zoom meetings ev-
ery Tuesday and Thursday at 12:00pm CST!  If you would 
like to join our weekly meetings or have any questions, 
please reach out to our Co-Presidents: jmmgenderequity@
gmail.com, Maggie Di Sanza (mgdisanza@madison.k12.
wi.us), Melanie Golden (megolden@madison.k12.wi.us), 
or Amira Pierotti (aspierotti@madison.k12.wi.us)! Can’t 
wait to see you there! 
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SENIOR ADVICE COLUMN
By Maggie Di Sanza, Amina Waheed, & Jessica Jiang

How should I spend my Spring Break?

     There are many ways you can spend your spring break 
- it’s all up to you to decide what will fit you the most! 
You should definitely take some time to relax during 
spring break - set aside some time each day to do read, 
create art, go on walks, or just do activities that relax the mind. 
You should also find some fun things to do with family or friends (vir-
tually/socially distanced and masked!) to celebrate your hard work this 
school year. Speaking of school, spring break can also be a time to catch 
up on anything you may be missing - take advantage of the days off virtual 
learning to complete overdue assignments so they don’t pile up when you get 
back. You could also use spring break to get a head start on AP test studying or other coursework so that you feel 
well prepared to jump back into school after break. Whatever way you want to spend spring break, you do you! 
Just make sure you prioritize your mental and physical well-being!
This year is the first year I will be taking AP Tests- how should I prepare?

     Throughout the pandemic, standardized testing has been a consistently uncertain prospect. When and where 
will the ACT take place? Is the College Board cancelling AP tests this year? Will AP tests be online? The College 
Board eliminated subject tests for the SAT?! While standardized tests are not the most important aspect of any-
one’s lives at the moment, it is understandable that they may be an area of concern. As of now, the College Board 
announced that AP tests will be held both online and in-person, and it is up to you to decide how to take them. 
Because the COVID-19 pandemic is steadily getting worse and vaccine distribution is not widely available, I would 
recommend taking AP tests online, as risking your life is certainly not worth a standardized test. Once deciding 
your plan of action for taking AP tests, make a study plan. Grab a calendar or planner, and lay out a weekly study 
schedule. Think about reviewing and taking notes, practice problems, watching informative videos, and meeting 
with your teacher if you have follow-up questions. Once you’ve created this schedule, studying will be a much more 
manageable task! Stick to the schedule that you’ve developed, and alter it as needed. I would also recommend reach-
ing out to friends who are also taking the AP test, and forming study and revision sessions. Host a Zoom meeting 
where you compare notes and ideas about the test, and quiz one another! Or safely get together wearing masks and 
social distancing (once it’s warmer) to compare notes. Best of luck preparing for AP tests this year, Spartans! 
How should I plan to spend my summer to be fun and productive? 

     While the COVID-19 circumstances for the summer of 2021 may be unknown, we can still plan to make our 
summer great! If you’re wondering what to do this summer, think about what you would like to accomplish this 
summer: Making money? Work experience? Summer classes? New and interesting experiences? If you need to 
make money this summer, getting a job is the best way to go. Unlike during the school year, you do not need to 
work around school hours, but your job can be a full-time priority if you choose. When looking for jobs, think 
about the potential experiences that you are looking for! Be it a local coffee shop or a summer camp, getting a job 
for the summer is a completely viable option to have a productive and economic summer. On the other hand, 
maybe you’re looking for some internship opportunities? When approaching applying for internships, think about 
what you are interested in! Arts? Reach out to the UW Madison School of Humanities. Writing and communica-
tion? Look on the Cap Times and Wisconsin State Journal websites for opportunities. Politics and government? 
Reach out to local politicians or lobbying organizations and see how you can get involved. There are plenty of in-
ternship opportunities around Madison, all you need to do is reach out! Finally, if you’re planning on having a fun 
and relaxing summer, think about where you could safely travel, who you can quarantine with, and what activities 
you can do depending on what you’re interested in. Hopefully these suggestions can help you plan more for sum-
mer! 
I’m a junior- when do I have to start planning for college and the application process? 

     The college planning process varies for every student. Some start preparing from junior year, some freshman 
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year, some even during middle school! I think the most critical time to start thinking about college is junior year, 
because this is your last chance to do activities, keep up and improve your grades, and overall build your charac-
ter as an applicant to the colleges you really want to go to. But planning for college can start as early as freshman 
year - for all the freshman and sophomores, it’s important to think about which activities you enjoy the most and 
will continue throughout high school. For juniors, now may be a good time to think about what activities you have 
done in high school and maybe join some clubs that you are interested in, so colleges can see where your passions 
lie. It is also the time for you to keep up your performance in school so colleges know you have the will to learn and 
be a game-changer in the future. But no matter what, always remember that the college you go to, whether your 
first choice or last choice, does not define you; what you choose to do and what you make of yourself is the true 
measure of your character. Good luck with the college application process!
I’m a senior- how do I make the most of my last semester in high school? 

     It can be super tempting at this time of the year to slack on grades and not really care about school, especially 
since we’re online. Senioritis is real! However, it’s important to keep in mind that many colleges and universities 
can and will revoke their acceptance if your grades fall below a certain threshold. First and foremost, make sure you 
are keeping your grades up by continuing to do your best and learning the most you can. It’s only going to help you 
in the future! Outside of school, use your free time to explore not only the college or university that you might be 
attending, but also to explore future career options as well as your passions. Of course, make sure to enjoy your last 
few months in highschool to the fullest. Take breaks, take care of your mental health, and try to create a memorable 
experience out of what might be your last school year with your family!

MADISON 
SCHOOLS 
REOPENING
By Saivarshini Rishi

     After almost a year gone by with 
virtual learning, MMSD schools are 
slowly beginning to reopen facilities 
to a hybrid learning environment. 
Recently, new updates have been 
made to begin in-person learning 
for elementary school students till 
2nd grade where kindergarteners 
will transition to in person learning 
from March 9th, 1st and 2nd graders 
from March 16th and 4K students 
from March 23rd. Within the next 
few days, families will be allowed to 
notify whether or not they would 
like their child to switch to in-per-
son learning. MMSD is now work-
ing on proper COVID testing for 
students and staff, looking specifi-
cally at BinaxNOW, an antigen test 
that requires nasal swabs and gives 
results within 15 minutes. This fast 
way of testing will allow students/
staff who begin to see some of the 

COVID symptoms during the school 
day to easily isolate themselves be-
fore having the potential to spread it 
to others. 
     The plan is that there will be the 
usual ~seven hour school day just as 
it was before the pandemic. Howev-
er, classes like physical education, art 
and music will be virtual regardless 
of whether the student is learning 
in-person or virtually. The risk of 
transmission may be higher in these 
classes, as many activities will be 
group based with a higher amount of 
aerosols. Students will also eat lunch 
socially distanced in a classroom, but 
more information about this is yet 
to be received. Recess will occur, but 
students will be put into groups in 
certain rotating zones to allow more 
social distancing. 
     In order to accommodate this 
transition, MMSD has now changed 
asynchronous learning that was 
previously on Wednesdays to Mon-
days for both in person and online 
learning students. 
     Currently, people in Tier 1a are 
receiving vaccinations. This includes 
medical workers and staff giving 

medical health care directly to stu-
dents (nurses, psychologists, coun-
selors, etc.). 
     While younger children begin 
in-person learning, middle and 
high schoolers will resume learning 
virtually, as reopening schools for 
all students at once would truly be 
overwhelming and a huge risk with 
many unclear answers to questions 
regarding reopening. As of now, we 
don’t know when high schools in 
MMSD will make this transition, or 
if it will even occur this year, but it 
is important that for students who 
will go in-person take proper safety 
precautions, like wearing a mask 
throughout the day, practicing social 
distancing and having good hygiene. 
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SAT SUBJECT TESTS - 
GONE FOREVER
By Jessica Jiang

     On January 19, 2021, the College Board announced 
the discontinuation of their 20 SAT subject tests in 
the USA. The tests will be cancelled internationally 
after June of this year.
     The decision to discontinue the exams came after 
years of dwindling popularity for the subject tests. 
As of right before discontinuation, very few colleges 
still required SAT subject tests, with a slightly larger 
group of schools “recommending” students send in 
scores, and most schools making them a completely 
optional component of the application process. As 
soon as colleges began dropping requirements for 
subject tests, it was only natural that demand for the 
subject tests also plummeted. Because the College 
Board depends on student registration for revenue, 
sustaining the subject tests became an increasing-
ly fruitless undertaking, especially considering the 
relatively low cost of registration ($26) and the cost 
of each test ($22) in comparison with the much more 
popular AP tests, which cost about $95.
     In a way, the pandemic was actually the nail in 
the coffin for the Subject Tests. As testing centers 
shut down and COVID-19 cases shot up around the 
globe in 2020, the College Board decided to cancel all 
June subject tests last year. But it is likely the fact that 
admissions were affected very little by this cancella-
tion that brought the College Board to decide that the 
Subject Tests were no longer a needed or profitable 
investment. Many colleges, including the top ranked 
universities in the country, went test-optional for 
ACT and SAT requirements, which have much more 
weight in the college admissions process compared to 
SAT subject tests. This did not pose major problems 
in admittance, as a sizable number of students that 
applied without test scores were accepted into their 
schools of choice. The success of the first widespread 
test-optional admission in this fall 2021 admissions 
cycle revealed the practicability of test-optional pol-
icies, and further emphasised the needlessness of the 
tests.
     The cancellation of all subject tests can be seen as a 
byproduct of the decreased role that standardized tests 
play in our college admissions system. As for how 
vital tests like the ACT and SAT will be for college 
application in the future, only time will tell.

HOW TO USE THE 
NATIONAL MERIT 
ALTERNATE ENTRY
By Amira Pierotti

For students hoping for college scholarships, the Nation-
al Merit Scholarship Corporation is considered a fantas-
tic option. However, due to COVID, Memorial did not 
offer PSAT exams in 2020 or early 2021, leaving many 
juniors hoping for this opportunity left wondering how 
they could still enter. Recently, National Merit released 
their alternate entry program which can be completed in 
three steps:
1. Take an official SAT exam between August 2020 and 
June 2021.
2. Request the College Board send your SAT scores to 
the National Merit Scholarship Corporation.
3. Visit http://forms.nationalmerit.org/alternateentry to 
complete the Alternate Entry form. This form must be 
completed by August 1, 2020.
Have questions? Take a look at the Alternate Entry infor-
mation form here!
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MY COLLGE APPLI-
CATION PROCESS
By Jessica Jiang

     The process of applying to college this year has 
been so unique. I think all students that just applied 
or are in the midst of applying to college can attest 
to the fact that there’s nothing quite like the expe-
rience of self reflecting, essay writing, and college 
visiting, especially during a pandemic!
     Personally, I think the hardest part of applying 
to college is the essay writing. Finding an idea for 
the personal essay requires a great deal of reflection 
- I had to comb through my experiences over my 
lifetime to come up with a topic. Online, I found 
so many different options for what to write about - 
extracurriculars, inspiring moments, family life, and 
much more - that sometimes I felt overwhelmed and 
frustrated in the brainstorming process. But I even-
tually settled down on a subject that worked for me, 
and I was able to write about it and be satisfied with 
the end result. I would suggest to anyone thinking 
about what to write that you build a list of ideas on 
what activities, events, or people have been most 
important to you over your life and why. Pick a few 
that you really like, and want to write about. Then 
go through the different essay prompts (the Com-
mon App has seven) and see which would fit your 
top choice ideas. As long as you find a subject you 
are passionate about, the essay will come together!
     Writer’s block, however, was still a challenge I 
had to overcome. With so many essay prompts with 
the personal essay and the college-specific supple-
mental essays, there were many times when I did 
not know how to continue an essay or lacked the 
motivation to finish writing. So I took breaks and 
set goals - I compiled all the essays I needed to write 
and spread them out over the course of the months 
I had left. I made sure to finish the essays for the 
college with the closest deadline first, completing 
them in a week or two and then moving on to the 
next college. I would come back to previous essays 
a couple weeks later so I could read them with fresh 
eyes. This helped me check grammar, content, and 
almost gave me a sense of how an admission officer 
would read the piece. So if you’re applying to college 
soon, consider making a schedule of self-deadlines 
for your writing and the application process. And 

BEING A SECOND 
SEMESTER SENIOR
By Maggie Di Sanza

     To say that the 2020-2021 school year has been chal-
lenging would be a gross understatement. From attempt-
ing to pay attention during Zoom meetings and classes 
while your phone and Dunkin’ Donuts coffee are an arms-
length away to staying up into deep hours of the night 
watching Tik Tok. Beyond that, actually committing to 
getting “good” grades and making an effort to reach out 
to friends and stay in contact with peers was no light task. 
If I had a dollar for every time I turned my camera off, 
turned down the volume on Zoom meetings, and watched 
Netflix, I would have far too many dollars. How did I go 
from a straight-A, uber-involved, dedicated student to 
completely ignoring the advice of teachers and counselors 
and ignoring assignment due-dates? Well, it is probably 
a culmination of a pandemic, political unrest, and gener-
al senioritis. No one has experienced being a student or 
teacher in this kind of environment before; and it is un-
realistic to expect that you can stay on top of your school-
work, job, extracurriculars, and social life under these 
circumstances. That’s why if there is anything that I have 
learned from being a high school senior during a pandem-
ic, it is to have extreme self-compassion and forgiveness. 
     Let’s talk about the college application process: taxing 
and exhausting no matter the state of the world, but our 
lack of ability to take the ACT multiple times, having a 
pass/fail grading system last semester, and the typical lack 
of motivation certainly didn’t help. When 
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I first started the college application process, I 
was overwhelmed...to say the absolute least. I 
had no idea where I wanted to go, how to apply, 
and couldn’t stop by my counselor’s office to ask 
a quick question. Not only were we all getting 
used to virtual learning, but seniors were hav-
ing to make monumental life decisions without 
much guidance. I could go on and on about the 
inequities and capitalistic standards of the college 
application process, but instead, I would like you 
to recognize the personal accomplishments you 
had this semester. Seniors: You made life deci-
sions that were unprecedented, be it applying to 
colleges, trade schools, taking a gap year, applying 
for jobs, etc. Underclass people: You all survived a 
semester of a pandemic, regardless of your grades 
or varying degrees of external validation. That is 
something to celebrate. 
     The college application process is all about 
proving to an external body that you are worth 
“it,” without actually asking ourselves what “it” or 
in this case, “acceptance” actually means. We have 
all gone about high school with different experi-
ences, hardships, accomplishments, and perspec-
tives; who is to compare them? While I have no 
easy solutions to making college more equitable, 
I do know that no one’s worth should ever be 
defined by another person “accepting them.” 
     So, what have I really learned from failing 
tests and getting rejected from higher education-
al institutions? Well, while this is an abridged 
version, I have learned that we have the right 
to be sad, anxious, and disappointed right now. 
We have the right to not complete assignments 
on time when we can’t, and we have the right to 
turn down opportunities that we would typically 
accept with open arms. If something didn’t go the 
way you wanted it to this semester, that is com-
pletely fine, and frankly, impressive that you’re 
even able and here to tell the tale. Surviving 
this semester was an inherent - and great - ac-
complishment. For the mistakes you made and 
hardships you survived this semester, I urge you 
to forgive yourself. As we look to the future for 
more hopeful and productive times, I am asking 
that we retain the same level - if not more - com-
passion that we have now, both for yourself and 
others. Forgive yourself, and continue to move 
forward. 

start early so you have enough time to do edits and rereads! 
Giving yourself a few days time in between essays can help 
with writer’s block by letting you take your mind off college 
and writing - but make sure you have enough days to spare 
before you need to hit the submit button.
     Another important part of the application process is col-
lege visits. I never knew the significance of visiting campuses 
until I went on a few tours a couple of years ago. It was a 
very eye opening experience, because I realized that I could 
only truly feel the atmosphere of the people and the univer-
sity life when I was actually walking the grounds. I found my 
college list shifting the more I learned about these schools 
in person; some schools became much more appealing with 
the programs offered and the culture on campus, while other 
schools were not as exciting or fitting as I thought they were. 
I was only able to visit some of the schools on my list before 
the pandemic hit; I went through virtual tours for the rest. 
I would highly suggest visiting the colleges on your applica-
tion in person if possible and if it is safe - there is no better 
indicator of whether or not a college is a fit for you than 
actually being on campus. If you can’t visit in person, then 
look up pictures and see if the university has a virtual tour so 
you can at least get a sense of what your life would be like for 
four years there.
    Overall, the college application process for me was quite 
an enlightening experience. There were many moments of 
stress and frustration, but there was also a lot I learned about 
myself from reflecting on my life and how the activities I 
have done and the people I met have changed me. I wish all 
of you good luck as you start your college application pro-
cess!
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NEWS
      INTERNATIONAL NEWS

PRO-NAVALNY 
PROTESTS IN 
RUSSIA
By Olivia Zhu

    On January 23, thousands of protests 
across Russia rallied against Aleksei 
A. Navalny’s arrest. Navalny, who is 
widely seen as the opposition leader of 
Russia—in other words, an anti-cor-
ruption activist and one of President 
Putin’s greatest critics—was arrested on 
the basis of violating the former terms 
of a 2014 conviction. His sentence has 
caused some of Russia’s largest pro-
tests and police crackdowns in the past 
decade.
The protests, which have estimates of 
40,000 participants in Moscow, de-
manded the Kremlin to release Na-
valny immediately. Protestors threw 
snowballs at Russian police, chanted 
slogans, and in one instance, rushed at a 
government vehicle. In response, police 
detained a total of over 10,000 protes-
tors while also inflicting violence by 
kicking and using batons, stun guns and 
tear gas. Despite these efforts, howev-
er, the pro-Navalny crowd remained 
undeterred as protests continued on 
January 31and February 2, encour-

aged by Navalny. The protestors also 
included people who did not support 
Navalny; instead, they were denounc-
ing Putin’s “palace” which he allegedly 
commissioned to be built for himself on 
the Black Sea. The palace was revealed 
in a video report by Navalny who cites 
this expenditure as the reason why 
Russia’s incomes are falling and labels 
the commission as the “biggest bribe in 
history”. Putin and the Kremlin have 
denied these claims, as in an interview 
with Arkady Rotenburg—a friend of 
Putin’s—he stated that he is the owner 
of the construction in progress and 
plans to build a hotel, not a “palace” for 
Putin.
The cause of these protests occurred on 
January 17, when Navalny was arrested 
shortly after he arrived in Moscow from 
Berlin where he had been recovering 
from lethal poisoning. Poisoned over 
the summer of 2020 in Siberia, Navalny 
was flown to Germany for recovery. 
Later detected by French and German 
laboratories as a nerve-damaging agent 
developed in Russia, Western officials 
have cited this poisoning as an assassi-
nation attempt by the Kremlin, which 
denies this claim. After arriving and 
being detained in Moscow, Navalny 
was put on trial where he was convicted 

of violating the terms of a three-and-
a-half-year parole he had been put on 
from a 2014 conviction. His terms while 
on parole were to report to prison 
authorities at least twice a month, but 
prosecutors argued that he did not do 
so while he was recovering from the 
poisoning. Navalny’s lawyers contended 
that they did contact prison officials 
while he was recovering, but in the end, 
on February 2, Navalny was sentenced 
to two-and-a-half years in prison. 
As mentioned before, Navalny is con-
sidered to be Putin’s biggest critic and 
Russia’s opposition leader—famously 
dubbing the ruling United Russia party 
as “a party of crooks and thieves” and 
leading mass protests in 2017, accusing 
former prime minister Dmitry Medve-
dev of corruption, which are just a few 
examples of his prominent opposition. 
While in court, Navalny was allowed to 
make a speech for himself. He believes 
that these efforts to detain him were 
only to scare the public, preventing 
any possible uprisings against Putin. 
International figures have also criti-
cized Navalny’s imprisonment; both US 
Secretary of State Antony Bliken and 
France's President Emmanuel Macron 
have expressed disapproval of Russia as 
a result.
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MOST COUNTRIES 
ARE FAILING TO 
VACCINATE 
REFUGEES
By Amira Pierotti

   Refugees are among the most vulnerable 
populations, however, time and time again, 
countries have failed to protect, support, 
and uplift them. UNHCR, the United 
Nations refugee agency, found that only 54 
of the 133 countries for which they have 
data for, have a plan to vaccinate refugees 
for the COVID-19 virus. The Washington 
Post reports that human rights activists are 
incredibly concerned for refugees and asy-
lum seekers who often are forced to stay in 
overcrowded and unsanitary camps, even 
by pre-pandemic conditions. With COVID 
demanding heightened precautions to stop 
the spread of the deadly virus, the safety of 
refugees and asylum seekers are even more 
at risk.
     However, with too few vaccine doses to 
cover the global population, most countries 
are prioritizing their citizens. But herd im-
munity will not be possible until refugees 
are included in the plans, Mike Woodman 
of UNHCR’s Public Health Section warns. 

COVID-19 UPDATES
By Maggie Di Sanza

     The Novel Coronavirus Pandemic continues to permeate our everyday 
lives, and while in some locations COVID-19 seems to be dissolving, in 
others, concern as well as the number of cases exponentially grow. Here is 
everything you need to know about the COVID-19 pandemic, its impact, 
and how you can best stay safe. 
Worldwide Statistics 

Globally, as of February 8th, 2021, 106.3 million people have 
had the COVID-19 virus, and there have been over 2.3 million 
COVID-19 related deaths. Within the last two weeks, the total 
number of cases has decreased by 23%, and the total number of con-
firmed deaths have decreased by 10%. Currently, the United States 
and Spain have some of the highest COVID-19 numbers, with Bra-
zil, the United Kingdom, and Sweden not far behind. Meanwhile, 
nations like Pakistan, India, Australia, China, and Mexico have case 
rates that are steadily declining. Death rates are currently rising in 
countries such as Lebanon, Spain, Bolivia, Peru, the Dominican 
Republic, the United Arab Emirates, and Honduras. 
The United States 

As of February 8th, 2021, the United States’ COVID-19 cases 
continue to grow. At least 27.1 million people have been diagnosed 
with the coronavirus, and over 460,000 people have died due to 
COVID-19 related issues. That being said, cases have gradually 
decreased by 31% in the past two weeks, deaths have decreased by 
8%, and hospitalizations have decreased by 26%. The states with 
the highest case numbers have increased and continue to increase 
include Arkansas, Colorado, Vermont, Oregon, and South Dakota. 
States where cases have been gradually decreasing include South 
Carolina, Oklahoma, Rhode Island, North Carolina, Texas, Ken-
tucky, New York, and Arizona. 
Wisconsin 

As of February 8th, 2021, Wisconsin has had a total of 601,391 
people diagnosed with the coronavirus, and 6,619 deaths. Within 
the past two weeks, case numbers have decreased by 35%, deaths 
have decreased by 37%, and hospitalizations have decreased by 22%. 
Currently, Dane County has an average daily case number of 19 per 
100,000 people, and it is incredibly vital that people maintain safety 
protocols. 
Vaccines & Treatments 

The federal Center for Disease Control and Prevention has reported 
that around 134 million people have recieved at least the first dose 
of either the Pfizer or Moderna COVID-19 vaccine, and of them, 43 
million people have been fully vaccinated. The federal government 
reported that it delivered 31.2 million doses to states, territories, 
and federal agencies on January 12th. Health officials told the New 
York Times that the vaccine rollout is taking much slower than they 
immediately anticipated, but people should be on the lookout for 
when the vaccine will be available to them.
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            NATIONAL NEWS
SENATOR CRUZ FACES BACKLASH AFTER TRAVEL-
LING TO CANCUN, MEXICO
By Joylyn Gong

   Senator Ted Cruz (R-TX) has recently been criticized for embarking on a trip with his family to Cancún, 
Mexico during a deadly winter storm in Texas that has caused millions of families to experience a loss in 
electricity, water, heat, and food.
    Several were left to freeze to death from the sudden crisis, and others were at risk of experiencing 
carbon-monoxide poisoning after individuals began to seek harmful alternative heating sources, such as 
campfire stoves and car engines to compensate for the loss of heat in their homes -- firewood became 
a hard find for many struggling households. Families are melting snow and icicles to use as water after 
frozen water pipes bursted from frigid temperatures. Faced with such unprecedented circumstances, 
firefighters began to see a shortage in their supplies. And already hit with the severity of the COVID-19 
pandemic, Texas hospitals are now treating patients who are in need of dialysis treatment and oxygen 
tanks. On February 20, 2021, nine days after the start of the storm, President Joe Biden 
declared that the state of Texas is in a state of emergency.
     Recognizing Cruz, passengers who were boarding the same plane as him took pic-
tures of the Senator. Quickly, the photos surfaced on various social media platforms 
and negatively caught the attention of many. 
     Members from both parties felt that the Senator’s plan to leave the state 
amidst such a severe devastation was irresponsible and neglectful of those who 
were in need of some form of leadership and guidance. In response to the 
criticism that Cruz garnered, the Senator defended himself by stating, “With 
school cancelled for the week, our girls asked to take a trip with friends. 
Wanting to be a good dad, I flew down with them last night and am flying 
back this afternoon.” He returned to Houston after one night in Cancún, 
but Cruz’s office has stepped back from answering questions pertaining to 
the Senator’s decision to travel. 
     Many were rapid to protest against Cruz and ask that he resign imme-
diately, a little over a month of first calls for him to resign after he 
voted in early January to obstruct the electoral college process 
to certify President Joe Biden as the 46th U.S. President 
following the insurrection that was incited against 
the U.S. capitol by former President Donald 
Trump.
     While Senator Cruz is not looking to 
prepare for an election any time soon, 
questions have arisen of whether or 
not he will be able to win a reelection 
in 2025 with the growing controver-
sy revolving around his decision to 
travel.
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PRESIDENT BIDEN LIFTS 
MUSLIM TRAVEL BAN
By Julianna Baldo

      In 2017, President Trump instituted a travel ban 
against Iraq, Libya, Somalia, Sudan, Syria, and Yemen 
that prevented citizens from these countries from trav-
elling to the United States on the basis that the gov-
ernments of these countries support terrorism and do 
not comply with the US Government. This ban heavily 
restricted the ability of refugees attempting to enter the 
United States from gaining visas and for American citi-
zens with family members in the targeted countries from 
being able to communicate with them. Trump contin-
ued to expand on the ban throughout his presidency, 
adding countries with tenuous diplomatic ties to the US 
such as North Korea and Venezuela in September 2017. 
Although this policy faced bipartisan objection during 
its implementation, it was confirmed as constitutional 
by the Supreme Court in 2018 and has been a quiet part 
of Trump’s legacy up to President Biden’s inauguration. 
President Biden passed an executive order on January 
21st revoking the travel ban and allowing immigration 
from the countries previously blacklisted again. His re-
moval of Trump’s order will allow new visas from pro-
spective immigrants to be processed again and will lift 
the travel restrictions on citizens from these countries.

PRESIDENT BIDEN'S 
CLIMATE CHANGE 
PLANS
By Anvika Annyapu

    With a new president in office, there are some ma-
jor changes in the way the US approaches its policies 
and one of these issues that is changing is climate 
change. With the Biden campaign highlighting cli-
mate change as one of their major focuses, many are 
wondering what this will look like. The Biden admin-
istration’s agenda for climate change is a big turn-
around from the US’s approach the last four years, 
with the agenda including investments in renewable 
energy and electric vehicles, rejoining the Paris Cli-
mate Accord, and adopting a 100 percent clean energy 
goal by 2050. 
     President Biden is taking a more science based 
approach with climate change to save our world and 
whereas past presidents focused on the long term 
risks of climate change, the president is focusing on 
the social and economic implications of successful cli-
mate action. The very first thing Biden has pledged to 
do is to rejoin the Paris Climate Accord, and he signed 
the order to rejoin on the day of his inauguration on 
January 20th. The next step with his climate change 
plans is to make a major investment in clean energy 
which creates the potential for around 10 million new 
jobs. 
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THE 
INAUGURATI- I 
MEANT, 
BERNIE'S 
MITTENS
By Amy Yao

     On Wednesday, January 20th, 
2021, although it was the inaugura-
tion of the President of the United 
States, Joe Biden, everyone’s atten-
tion was on something else. While 
other people in the inauguration 
wore designer clothes, Bernie Sand-
ers sat cross legged on a chair with 
a brown/beige parka and knitted, 
recycled wool mittens, bundled 
up, wearing a mask and socially 
distanced. This picture of what he 
wore to the presidential inaugu-
ration surfaced and became viral. 
Several people have claimed Sanders 
as taking a type of grandfather or 
fatherly role. His outfit wasn’t about 
the fashion itself- it centered feeling 
warm against the cold. Social media 
memes about Sanders spread, many 
of which are Bernie edited into many 
creative photos, such as the cast of 
Friends, drawn into Studio Ghibli 
movie Totoro or photoshopped into 
Game of Thrones. Several fanarts 
surfaced everywhere, like spray 
paintings across the walls of Sander’s 
looking cozy. 
      The teacher who made Sanders’ 
mittens is Jen Ellis, a Vermont sec-
ond-grade elementary school teacher 
who sold the iconic wool mittens 
as a side business. She would cut up 
previously worn wool sweaters that 
were no longer being used and sew 
them up with different combinations, 
and later lining them with fleece 
created from recycled plastic. She 
had always admired Sanders, and she 
decided to send one to him as a gift. 

Ellis has appeared on the MSN-
BC Sunday morning show where 
she talked about her mittens. She 
auctioned a couple of mittens, bids 
which came in within just hours, 
and some of the proceeds have been 
donated, two of which will be do-
nated to Passion 4 Paws Vermont- a 
foster-based, dog rescue, Outright 
Vermont- an organization promot-
ing equity and providing support for 
LGBTQ+ youth, and one of them 
used to help her daughter’s college 
fund. However, each mitten took 
about an hour to make, and Ellis 
has kids and only has time to make 
the occasional mitten. She has also 
partnered with Vermont Teddy Bear 
Company to meet the increasing de-
mand. A portion of the proceeds will 
be donated to Make a Wish Vermont 
charity. However, she is no longer 
selling the original mittens as they 
are handmade and one of a kind. 
      On Thursday night, Sanders even 
started up a franchise called “Chair-
man Sanders” or “Bernie Sanders 
Campaign”, where people can buy 
apparel such as T-shirts, sweatshirts, 
mugs, posters, buttons, stickers, tote 
bags, bobbleheads, and even baby 
onesies. Within 30 minutes, several 
items were already completely sold 
out, some of which still currently are. 
Sanders says that the money raised 
is going towards Vermont as well 
as across the country to help their 
economic crisis, the worst one since 
the Great Depression. The proceeds 
from Chairman Sanders will be used 
to fund “Meals on Wheels through-
out Vermont, Vermont community 
action agencies, Feeding Chittenden, 
Chill Foundation, senior centers in 
Vermont and Bi-State Primary Care 
for dental care improvements in the 
state”. But Chairman Sanders isn’t the 
only website profiting off of Sand-
ers’ outfit. In just 5 days, the mittens 
raised over $1.8 million dollars for 

different charitable organizations. 
For example, crocheted dolls have 
been auctioned off, and companies 
have donated in Sanders’ name.
      When Ellis was creating her 
mittens, she said that she had no idea 
where things would go, but was very 
thankful for the success. The mittens 
created from someone’s worn mit-
tens and sewn with a machine that 
was given to her by her mother on 
her 12th birthday, has now become 
a historical moment that will be 
associated with the United State’s 
46 presidential election. Although 
she doesn’t wish to overshadow this 
historical moment, she is delighted 
and touched. 
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ARE WE GOING TO SEE A 
MAGA PARTY IN THE 
FUTURE?
By Caleigh Christy

    As President Trump leaves his presidency behind, he leaves 
America and his supporters with the promise that he isn’t finished 
yet. As Democrats and Republicans continue to struggle with each 
other as the Democrats finally win back the majority, Trump adds 
another challenge to Republicans’ already very full plate: the MAGA 
party, or as Trump addressed it the “Patriot Party”. 
If you’re not familiar with MAGA beyond just the red baseball caps, 
it’s Trump’s followers' name for themselves - a way to identify fel-
low supporters. A MAGA Party would likely absorb the majority of 
Republican Trump supporters during an election, making it so the 
Democratic candidate was almost always a shoe-in for the presiden-
cy or other major political seats. While the Trump Campaign claims 
they aren’t affiliated with this organization, Trump supporters have 
already latched onto the idea that through this party they can get 
Donald Trump re-elected in the 2024 election, or they can get a 
“like-minded” candidate or candidates into office under this party. 
It started on social media, an idea that sparked thousands of Trump 
supporters to take action and lobby for it to get real recognition. 
Donald Trump didn’t shy away from the idea of a party either, de-
spite his campaign's claims that they aren’t working with the MAGA 
Party founders. The Trump Campaign’s hesitancy to connect them-
selves with this potential party likely stems from the fact that they 
are not in direct control of the flow of members and funding and 
that fracturing the Republican party isn’t going to help them win a 
future election in the event Trump decides to run again. 
    This MAGA party also isn’t off to a great start. It’s already very 
difficult to start a party and gain traction and funding, but whoever 
filed the paperwork to the FEC to try and get the party to be nation-
ally recognized made some pretty significant errors. This incorrectly 
filed paperwork could be their downfall whether it was the result of 
an inexperienced Trump supporter or an attempt to defraud po-
tential donors. Either way, without the official support of Trump 
or enough funding, the MAGA Party is a dream far from reality, 
so nothing the Republican party needs to be concerned with just 
yet. The potential fracturing of the Republican Party would mean 
democratic success in the government for years to come. Without 
a unified vote behind a specific candidate from right leaning voters, 
the candidate would have no luck winning against the Democratic 
nominee. This would be the same situation if this were happening 
to the democratic party. Either way, although the MAGA Party and 
the Patriot Party are a far ways away from having any real effect on 
the government, the idea that they could pop up and become legiti-
mate is a true fear of the Republican Party. 

TRUMP'S PARDON 
SPREE
By Anvika Annyapu

     In the second article of the constitution, 
it is written that the President is allowed 
to grant pardons for any offenses against 
the United States, except undoing an 
impeachment. After losing the reelection, 
President Donald Trump went on what 
some called, “a pardon spree.” 
    Overall, he issued around 140 pardons 
in his four years. This number, seemingly 
high, is relatively low compared to other 
presidents. President Obama issued over 
210 pardons and the highest number is 
from President Franklin D. Roosevelt 
with over 2000 pardons. So why was there 
talk around Trump and his pardon spree? 
This is because out of the 140 pardons, 
over 80% of them were issued in January 
2021. Many believed that this was a last 
ditch effort for the people that had invest-
ed time in him, and some of the people he 
pardoned were quite dubious options.  
    The bigger surprise of his pardon spree 
was the pardoning of Steve Bannon, 
former campaign CEO in August 2016. 
Steve Bannon quit (or was fired according 
to President Trump) in 2017 and in 2018, 
he was charged with fraud for cheating 
donors out of their money with a crowd-
funding campaign promising to build a 
wall on the US-Mexico border where Ban-
non and his associates siphoned money 
out of the fund for personal use. Due to 
the fallout between Bannon and Trump, it 
came as a big surprise to the people when 
Trump pardoned Bannon for the fraud 
charges. 
   Regardless of who he pardoned, the 
pardon spree was considered a last ditch 
effort to repay those who had been loyal 
to Trump throughout his four years and 
came as a surprise. 
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TRUMP ACQUITTED FOR THE 
SECOND TIME
By Amira Pierotti

  After being impeached by the U.S. House of Representatives for the second 
time since his inauguration, President Donald Trump was acquitted by the Sen-
ate. Ten votes short of the threshold for conviction, 7 Republicans joined every 
Democrat Senator to “incite an insurrection” at the U.S. State Capitol. The coun-
try was split whether or not the President was responsible for the first breach of 
the Capitol since the War of 1812. 
    People across the globe were stunned when a mob broke into the U.S. Capitol 
on January 6th. The riot carried white supremacist symbols, hung the Confed-
erate flag in the capitol for the first time in history, and wore slogans making 
fun of the Holocaust. Participants insisted that the 2020 Presidential election 
was stolen by the Democratic Party to prevent Trump from winning. However, 
every state had validated the election results, demonstrating that alleged tampering could not have occurred. 
     Misinformation and the Trump Administration’s insistence that the election was fraudulent inspired hundreds 
of people to march on the Capitol after listening to Trump at a rally in downtown D.C. Five people were killed, 
including one officer on duty, and dozens injured, according to the New York Times. Two other Capitol police 
committed suicide in the ensuing weeks. 
     After the riot, the U.S. House of Representatives drafted and passed articles of impeachment for President 
Trump who was still in office. Some felt the impeachment was necessary to hold Trump accountable for the vio-
lence that ensued on his behalf and after his emphatic insistence that the election was stolen.
     The Senate trial lasted five days, with both Democrats and Republicans hoping for a quick wrap. Even before the 
trial began, Senators had declared their voting intentions. The majority of Republicans, knowing they had the votes 
to stop the conviction, wanted to move on from what they considered a sham. Democrats, some Republicans, and 
a few independents knew there was no possibility of conviction and therefore were ready to spend more time on 
other work. A lead manager of the trial, Representative Jamie Raskin (D-MD) was outraged at the decision, saying, 
“If that is not ground for conviction, if that is not a high crime and misdemeanor against the Republic and the Unit-
ed States of America, then nothing is.”
    The failure to convict also inhibits Congress’s ability to ban Trump from political office. Advocates for Trump’s 
impeachment hoped that conviction would ultimately lead to Congress to prevent Trump from running for office 
as the U.S. Congress has the power to determine what punishment a convicted president would face, including a 
ban on running for office. Unlike the vote to impeach and convict, such a decision would only need a majority rath-
er than of votes. Critics expressed concerns that such a measure is disproportionate to Trump’s actions. 

THE 100 DAY PLAN: THE KEY GOALS FROM A 
BIDEN PRESIDENCY
By Anvika Annyapu

       After a controversial election, the 46th president of the United States was inaugurated on January 20th. Presi-
dent Biden has taken the country by storm with an ambitious agenda to reshape the system. More familiarly known 
as his 100 day plan, with many different policies and legislature, President Biden is hitting the ground running for 
his four years in office. 
       Especially during a time like the COVID pandemic  which has ravaged our people and economy, a time where 
there is great racial and political divide, there is a greater need for the president to take decisive action. Some of 
the major issues the president is focusing on include climate change, racial equity everywhere, a stronger pandemic 
response, unifying the country politically, and rethinking the power of tech companies. In the first few hours of his 
term, Biden signed an order for the US to rejoin the Paris Climate Agreement, a global accord to limit global warm-
ing to ideally 1.5°C, rejoined the World Health Organization, and repealed the Muslim travel ban which restricted 
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LGBTQ+ 
RIGHTS: 
BIDEN'S EXEC-
UTIVE ORDERS 
PAVE WAY FOR 
A HOPEFUL FU-
TURE
By Amira Pierotti

    The Biden-Harris ticket promised 
to advance LGBTQ+ rights farther 
than any prior president and so far 
has followed through. In his flurry 
of Executive Orders, President Joe 
Biden has stood firmly against ho-
mophobia and transphobia, though 
advocates continue to urge him 
to work with Congress to solidify 
LGBTQ+ rights. Here are two influ-
ential Executive Orders:
“Preventing and Combating 

Discrimination on the Basis of 

Sexuality [and] Gender Identity”

    After four years of a presidential 
administration working to diminish 
LGBTQ+ rights and protections, 
the Biden-Harris administration 
changed the script. On Day 1, 
President Biden passed an Executive 
Order that the Executive Branch of 
the Federal Government will follow 
all laws protecting LGBTQ+ people. 
Since the order, the Department of 
Housing and Urban Development 
has begun tackling discrimination 
on the basis of gender identity and 
sexuality. The Biden Administration 
has announced that they plan to fol-
low up the Executive Order with the 
passage of the Equality Act, which 
would enact nondiscrimination pro-
tections in housing, employment, 
and public accommodations.
End to the Trans Military Ban

    One of the Trump Administra-
tion’s most controversial attacks 

on LGBTQ+ rights was the ban on 
transgender, nonbinary, and gen-
der-expansive people from applying 
to the military and limit care and 
support for those already in the 
military. Since taking office, howev-
er, the Biden-Harris Administration 
reversed this policy, promising to 
protect and support trans* troops, 
including covering transition costs. 
While trans* rights advocates are 
overjoyed with having an adminis-
tration that will protect people on 
the basis of gender identity, they 
note that the Administration must 
take more action to end the epidem-
ic of anti-trans violence.

  

immigration from a number of Muslim-majority countries. Another lofty goal the Biden administration hopes to 
achieve is vaccinating 100 million Americans—almost a third of our country—by the end of April. This, they hope 
to do by authorizing the Defense Production Act to speed up production of vaccines and as a result, make distribu-
tion more effective. 
 There has been a nationwide reckoning of race relations in America and Biden hopes to increase racial 
equity in a few ways such as removing the racial bias in policy making, addressing the racial disparity in healthcare 
with a political official serving as a liaison between the government and communities of color, promoting equal 
welfare opportunities for everyone, and diminishing the issue of racism in the criminal justice system. 
 Immigration is an issue tying into racism and Biden plans to address this issue as well. As we know, he 
ended the Muslim travel ban, but in addition to this, he has vowed to stop further separation of families at the 
US-Mexico border and reunite families that have been separated. 
 Another issue Biden has been focusing on is improving our economy so we can rebound once the pandemic 
ends. He is doing this by making major investments in the U.S. economy to boost domestic growth. In fact, on Jan-
uary 25th, Biden signed an executive order to push the federal government to buy more American made products. 
This has great potential because his “Made in America” plan would create 5 million jobs through large investments 
geared at benefiting different business areas. It would also pour $400 billion into procurement measures to boost 
domestic manufacturing as well as an extra $300 billion into research and development. Additionally, he signed 
executive orders to boost economic relief for struggling americans.
 Finally, Biden is making strides to help the LGBTQ community. His administration has pledged to pass 
LGBTQ rights legislation known as the Equality Act, make LGBTQ rights a top priority, protect LGBTQ people 
from discrimination, ensure fair treatment in the justice system, and advancement of LGBTQ rights globally. He 
also lifted a Trump-era ban on transgender military that prevented transgender Americans from joining the mil-
itary. With these moves, Biden is pushing a progressive agenda ahead. Though this is quite a switch from the last 
administration, many are waiting to see whether the current legislature will allow these changes to pass. 
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THE ENVIRONMENTAL 
CONTROVERSY: WHITE 
ROOFTOPS
By Sophia Jiang

    Most rooftops, especially in urban areas, are dark col-
ored. In fact, many other surfaces such as roads, bridges, 
and parking lots are black. These black surfaces absorb 
heat from the sun, which causes temperatures to rise, 
particularly in vulnerable hot spots. However, scientists 
have come up with a simple solution to combat this 
growing problem. Since white reflects the sun’s rays, 
research shows that painting your roof top white will 
prevent heat from being trapped. Because of this new 
solution, air conditioning is not as necessary as it is with 
dark-colored rooftops, cutting overall energy costs. 
      But it seems that this “easy fix” is actually not so 
simple. Other studies show that white rooftops can 
worsen global warming. According to a study conduct-
ed by Mark Jacobson, Stanford University engineer, 
the light that bounces off the white roof goes into the 
atmosphere. Therefore, the dark-colored pollutants in 
the atmosphere absorb light and heat, which warms the 
entire atmosphere. Jacobson said, “There does not seem 
to be a benefit from investing in white roofs. The most 
important thing is to reduce emissions of the pollutants 
that contribute to global warming.” He suggests that 
instead of painting your roof white, people should use 
solar panels, since they do not bounce light into the 
atmosphere where it can heat up soot particles. White 
rooftops remain a controversial topic. Both sides of the 
argument have a logical thought process, so it is difficult 
to tell which argument is correct. It seems that more re-
search must be done in order to confirm whether or not 
painting your rooftop will help the environment. 

THE PRIORITY LIST FOR 
VACCINES: WHERE ARE 
TEACHERS?
By Anvika Annyapu

    With vaccines being distributed, the priority list has 
been finalized and in the last few weeks of January, it 
was confirmed that teachers are the next group to be 
vaccinated. Unfortunately, being next on the priority 
list means teachers and grocery store workers will be 
waiting till March 1st for their vaccination according 
to the state Department of Health Services.
     Though somewhat ambitious, the Biden adminis-
tration has set a goal to get 100M shots in 100 days, 
with President Joe Biden calling the vaccine rollout in 
the U.S. up to his inauguration a "dismal failure." As of 
January 25th, only 5 percent of Wisconsin has re-
ceived at least one dose of a two dose vaccine. To add 
to this dilemma, there was major reorganization of 
the priority list due to Wisconsin originally receiving 
a low number of vaccines. Now, with a more defi-
nite priority list, teachers are in the next group to be 
vaccinated, otherwise known as phase 1b. But a new 
problem arises in how it’s not clear whether the new 
plan will really favor teachers over the other essential 
worker groups.
       Regardless, with teachers as a priority, virtual 
or hybrid-learning school districts in Wisconsin are 
starting to plan to return to classes. MMSD is one 
such district: once teachers and staff become eligible, 
they will be emailed a link to put their names into 
a lottery of people to be vaccinated through Public 
Health Madison and Dane County. Staff will be no-
tified in order from nurses, physical therapists, cus-
todians, food workers, principals, elementary school 
teachers, middle school teachers, and finally, high 
school teachers. 
      Following this wave of teachers in phase 1b, in 
phase 1c, manufacturing workers, librarians and 
veterinarians will be vaccinated. People with high 
risk medical conditions are also being placed in 1c—
which furthers confusion as to where people are on 
the priority list because teachers may also have high 
risk medical conditions. Meanwhile, teachers that 
would directly interact with students are being given 
the priority due to the DHS believing that prioritizing 
teachers is important because they need to be kept safe 
while teaching and many students are unable to be 
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MADISON SPRING 
PRIMARY ELECTION
By Maggie Di Sanza

On Tuesday, February 16th, 2021, Wisconsin held a 
Spring Primary where more than two people declared 
that they are running for the same non-partisan office, 
up for election in the Spring. In Madison, the differ-
ent offices that were on the ballot: Dane County Board 
Supervisor (District 12), State Superintendent of Public 
Instruction, Alderperson (District 9), Alderperson (Dis-
trict 16), and Alderperson (District 18). The two candidates 
who receive the most votes will advance to the Spring 
Election being held on April 6th, 2021. 
For the April 6th General Election: 
Are you 18? All voters must be at least 18 years old on 
the day of the election, November 3rd. However, if you 
will be 18 years old by the next election and want to 
register at 17 years of age, you may.
Are you a U.S. citizen? A U.S. birth certificate or Cer-
tificate of Naturalization will confirm whether or not 
you are a U.S. citizen. However, you do not need these 
documents as proof when you vote. Only U.S. citizens 
may vote; people with a green card or visa status are not 
allowed to vote.
Have you lived at your current address for at least 

28 days before the election?

In order to vote, you must live at your current address at 
least 28 days before the election. 
However, you may register before you have lived at your 
current address for 28 days if you will meet this require-
ment. If you have moved within the state within 28 days 
of the election, you may be able to vote from your old 
address until you have lived at your new address for 28 
days. If you have moved to Wisconsin from a different 
state within 28 days of the election, you will be able to 
vote for President and Vice-President only until you 
have lived at your current address for 28 days.
Who is NOT allowed to vote in Wisconsin?

Anyone serving a felony sentence. If you are serving any 
part of a felony sentence (including probation or super-
vision), you will not be allowed to vote until you finish 
your sentence, have your rights restored, and re-register. 
Anyone who has been determined to be incompetent by 
a judge. If a judge has determined you to be incompetent 
to vote, you will not be allowed to vote.
If you are eligible to vote for the April 6th, 2021 Gener-
al Election, please visit myvote.wi.gov to register, find 
your polling location, and actually fill out your ballot! 

vaccinated due to their age. 
     Deputy secretary Julie Willems Van Dijk of the 
DHS said that teachers, once eligible, and in MMSD’s 
case, when they get the lottery pick, could be vac-
cinated in several ways: by pharmacies, hospitals or 
health departments going to schools or by having staff 
visit their doctors or other locations. With the impor-
tance of the transition for elementary schools to go 
back, leading to elementary school teachers being high 
priority for vaccinations, many districts have been 
starting their 4K-2 students’ transition to in person 
learning. But with some high schools considering 
sending students back for hybrid or in-person learn-
ing, there is a cause for concern because high school 
teachers may be dealing with thousands of unvacci-
nated students while being unvaccinated as well. 
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TRUMP'S LAST FEW DAYS IN OFFICE
By Maggie Di Sanza

     After four years in the White House, former-President Donald Trump has been residing in Florida for the past 
month, where the BBC expects him to begin his retirement. But, how did Trump spend his last few moments in 
the Oval Office? Here’s everything that Trump did within his last moments as President of the United States: 
Pardons & Commutations
Former-President Donald Trump within the last 24 hours of his presidency announced parts for 73 people, most 
notably his former adviser Steve Bannon, who is facing charges of fraud. Additionally, Elliot Broidy, the former top 
fundraiser for Trump who was convicted just last year on foreign lobbying charges. Another 70 people received 
commuted sentences from Former-President Trump. On the list of pardons were rappers like Lil Wayne and Ko-
dak Black. Other allies to Former President Trump were also pardoned, including Albert Pirro and Keanine Pirro. 
Much to the dismay of many Tiger King fans, Joe Exotic was not pardoned by Trump after rumors of a potential 
pardon. 
A Letter to Biden
After breaking a 150-year tradition by not attending President Joe Biden’s inauguration, Trump left Harris and 
Biden a successor letter in the Oval Office. While we are not certain of what was written on the letter, President 
Joe Biden told the New York Times that the note was “very generous. I will not talk about it until I talk to him, 
however.” Leaving a successor Presidential letter is also a tradition, and likely, Former-President Trump just four 
years ago reported “cherishing” the letter from Former-President Barack Obama. 
Final Remarks 
Former-President Donald Trump made his final public remarks at the air force base of the United States, while 
keeping a positive sentiment for his supporters that “we’ve left it all on the field,” and that it had been “an incredi-
ble four years.” After thanking his family, friends, and staff, he took a moment to witness the new administration's 
success, without addressing Joe Biden or Kamala Harris by name. Concluding his speech, Former-President Trump 
said it was the “greatest honor” to be president, and that he’ll “always fight” for his supporters. 
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
THE UNITED STATES VS 
BILLIE HOLIDAY: NEW 
BIOPIC EXPLORES JAZZ 
LEGEND’S LEGACY
By Julianna Baldo

*CW: brief mention of racial violence

     Billie Holiday, considered one of the mothers of 
American jazz, was featured in a biopic released on Feb-
ruary 26th over the streaming service Hulu. ‘The United 
States vs. Billie Holiday’ follows Billie, originally named 
Eleanora Fagan, and her journey from new singer in 
local Harlem nightclubs to one of the most popular vocal 
artists of the 1930s and beyond that, one of the artists 
of the time credited with furthering the spread of jazz 
outside of Harlem to the more general American pub-
lic. Billie is perhaps best known for her performance 
of Strange Fruit at integrated nightclub Café Society in 
Greenwich Village. Strange Fruit describes lynchings 
committed against African Americans mainly in the 
South, and was extremely controversial. Billie faced 
widespread criticism from many major music labels for 
her performance, with many people protesting what 
they thought was inappropriate and graphic content. 
Undeterred by the negative publicity, Billie recorded the 
song for several major record labels and quickly became 
known as one of the foremost voices on racial violence 
in the 1930s. These recordings gained her immediate 
national fame, which she sustained until her death in 
1959. Billie is portrayed by breakout actor Andra Day 
and the film features performances from big names such 
as Natasha Lyonne and Trevante Rhodes. ‘The United 
States vs. Billie Holiday’ has already garnered a possible 
Golden Globe nomination for Day’s performance and is 
highly critically acclaimed.

MARCH PLAYLIST
By Emmie Digon

     Welcome to March, everyone. This month is all 
about growing, moving forward, and feeling lucky. 
We are entering Spring, so make sure to admire the 
blooming of flowers and the warmth that Spring has 
to offer. Enjoy the songs and have a great month.
- Bloom by Troye Sivan
- Sunflower by Post Malone ft. Swae Lee
- Better by Khalid
- Sunday Best by Surfaces
- Forward Motion by Daya
- One Foot by Walk the Moon
- Natural by Imagine Dragons
- Roses by Shawn Mendes
- Force of Nature by Bea Miller
- Push My Luck by The Chainsmokers
- The Lucky One by Taylor Swift
- Daisy by Zedd ft. Julia Micheals
- Lucky by American Authors
- Sunflower by Harry Styles
- Lucky Star by Madonna
- Supermarket Flowers by Ed Sheeran
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OSTARA
By Emily Cai and Morgan Blackmore

     Occurring between the 19th and the 22nd of March, the Ostara (O-star-ah / Oss-star-ah) festival marks the 
second of the three spring holidays on the modern Wheel of the Year. The festival was directly named after the 
habitually Northern European goddess of spring, fertility, dawn, and rebirth. Ostara is usually portrayed as a young 
white woman with long reddish-brown hair. She is almost always accompanied by a hare and wears a flower 
crown.
     Historians are still debating over Ostara’s status as a goddess as well as the time of her origin. This is due to a lack 
of continuous written material on her existence, rather scattered stories and tales of her powers and celebrations. 
She’s been claimed to be the same goddess as Freya, Iduna, or Walberga. In Greek mythology, Ostara is known as 
Eos, Goddess of the dawn. Some speculate that she was born from the mind of English churchman, Bede, 

HISTORY OF THE VERNAL 
EQUINOX
Olivia Zhu & Morgan Blackmore

     Equinox—the time or date at which the sun crosses the celestial 
equator, when day and night are of approximately equal length. 
The spring equinox, also known as the vernal equinox or the 
March equinox, frequently occurs either on the 20th or the 21st 
of March. 
The vernal equinox mainly stems from the pagan festival and 
celebrations of Ostara, the goddess of spring and dawn. However, 
other earlier civilizations also marked the vernal equinox as an 
important date—Mayans would gather to watch the sun, and many 
people still gather at Teotihuacàn in Mexico to hold festivals in hon-
or of the sun. A majority of modern pagans celebrate Yule—the 
winter solstice—as a marking of the days progressively having more dayl
ight. The vernal equinox builds off of this, marking the beginning of spring 
with ideas of fertility, rebirth, and new beginnings.  In many pagan and wiccan cultures, spring is a very import-
ant time of the year, with three holidays dedicated to celebrating its beginning. Imbolc, which comes on the first 
of February, marks the beginning of spring for many European countries, Ostara is a time of revival, followed by 
Beltane, which marks the halfway between the equinox and the summer solstice. 
     The spring equinox has been observed by ancient civilizations as a way to mark the start of a new growing sea-
son. Astronomical observation sites were built to view the vernal equinox. One example is Stonehenge, located 
in England, which is an arrangement of large stones in a circle used to observe the sunrise on the spring equinox. 
El Castillo, a step pyramid located in the former Mayan city Chichén Itzá, is another observation site. During the 
late afternoon on the spring equinox, the sun casts shadows of the stairsteps onto the pyramid, making it seem 
like a serpent is climbing El Castillo. 
     One vernal equinox tradition is baking hot cross buns, which are sweet baked goods that are decorated with 
a cross made of icing on top. The cross represents the balance between the hours of day and night that occur on 
the spring equinox. Alternatively, in Christian culture, the cross represents the cross on which Jesus was cruci-
fied. Other ingredients in these buns include flour, butter, milk, eggs, sugar, cinnamon, nutmeg, and raisins. 
Following the theme of rebirth and cleanliness during the Equinox, an easy tradition many partake in is the 
cleaning of their home, as well as using decorations and constructing an altar with flowers, eggs, and candles.     
As one may expect, flowers, herbs, and trees are central to equinox celebrations, many go out and get flowers to 
make flower crowns or simply to decorate their homes. The majority of those who participate in equinox tradi-
tions set up an Ostara altar, made with fresh flowers, dried herbs, crystals, and candles, used for meditation, tarot 
readings, or simply as tribute. 
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MAKE YOUR 
OWN BERNIE 
SANDERS 
MITTENS
By Maggie Di Sanza

     Senator Bernie Sanders cer-
tainly overshadowed the Inaugu-
ration of the 46th President of the 
United States, Joe Biden, and Vice 
President Kamala Harris; how? 
     Well, with the mittens that 
were made by lesbian teachers 
for charity of course! If you have 
not yet seen Sanders’ amazing 
homemade, knitted mittens yet, I 
implore you to do a quick Google 
Search and see what all the hype 
is about. Here’s how to make your 
own Bernie Sanders mittens!
     Use Shrunken Knitwear: 
While these mittens appear to be 
knitted, they are not. They are 
made from repurposed sweaters. 
If you want extra warm mittens, 
get an old sweater or jacket that 
has been machine-washed in hot 
water.
      Make a Lining: To keep your 
hands extra warm this winter, 
you’ll need a lining. The mittens 
that Sanders wore were “lined 

with fleece (made from plastic 
bottles).” Whether or not you 
have access to the recycled mate-
rial is irrelevant, grab some tight, 
warm fabric and lay your hand on 
it, trace a mitten shape (leaving 
around 2-3 cm for a seam). Cut 
out the outline four times (two 
for each hand) and stitch around 
the edges leaving the bottom 
opening unsewn. You can use a 
needle and thread or an actual 
sewing machine for this step. 
      Make the Outer Layer: Repeat 
the previous process but with 
the wool or old sweater that you 
gathered in the first step. 
    Trace around your hand while 
wearing the lining layer to make 
sure that mitten is big enough for 
your hand! Similarly to the fore-
most step, sew the outer layers of 
each hand together! 
      Stitch the Layers Together: 
Place the left hand glove inside 
the left hand lining, so that the 
mitten is inside-out. Repeat for 
this process for the right hand. 
“Sew the inner and outer layers 
of each side together,” without 
sewing it shut. 
*NOTE: These steps were de-
rived from the instructions laid 

out by The Guardian. 

who was the first to write about Ostara. She was also featured in Jakob Grimm’s book of Teutonic Mythology, who 
described her as the goddess of the growing light of spring. 
     While texts and descriptions of her are rare, a popular myth centers around how she acquired her hare, symbol-
izing the importance of rabbits and eggs in spring. The story begins as Ostara was running late one year in her rou-
tine of bringing spring to the land. Her journey was further prolonged when she stumbled upon a bird, unable to 
fly due to it’s frozen wings. Sympathetically, Ostara transformed the creature into a hare, giving it fur to stay warm, 
nimble legs, able to outrun any hunter, and the ability to lay eggs, in honor of his previous bird form (though the 
hare’s gender was never specified, most stories used male pronouns). He was given the task to aid Ostara with 
bringing spring in her place if she was running late again, and the ability to guide her to safety. Eventually, Ostara 
grew frustrated with the hare—the reason why depends heavily on which myth you consult— and flung him into 
the stars, where he was destined to remain as the constellation Lepus, always one step away from the hunter con-
stellation, Orion. Once a year, Ostara allows Lepus to come down to deliver his brightly colored eggs to children 
attending Ostara festivals in the spring. 
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WHAT CAN WE LEARN 
FROM THE LORAX?
By Sophia Jiang

     “The Lorax”, written by Dr. Seuss and first pub-
lished in 1971, tells the story of an environmentalist 
named the Lorax, who tries to convince a busi-
ness-orientated man, the Once-ler, to stop cutting 
down trees for the sake of his marketing success. 
This classic children’s book teaches the importance 
of taking care of the earth, and the consequences of 
hurting the environment. It is a tragic, heart-gripping 
story that demonstrates the cause and effect of greed. 
Because the Once-ler prioritizes his business over the 
health of the trees, animals, and the rest of nature, the 
air and water become polluted beyond imagination. 
Even worse, there are barely any trees left, which 
means that the Once-ler himself suffers. So who is 
negatively affected? The answer is, everyone, includ-
ing the Once-ler himself. 
     Not only does “The Lorax” defend the environ-
ment, it also teaches many other lessons. It demon-
strates the importance of advocating and speaking 
out. The Lorax states, multiple times, “I am the Lorax. 
I speak for the trees, for the trees have no tongues.” 
This quote really stuck with me because it made me 
realize how crucial it is to stand up for things you care 
about, especially if the things you care about cannot 
speak for themselves. This, among the many lessons 
in “The Lorax”, is one of the most meaningful. Anoth-
er essential lesson is that every individual is signifi-
cant when advocating for something they care about. 
Everyone can make a difference, no matter how small. 
In “The Lorax” a small boy is entrusted with the duty 
of caring for the environment, many years after the 
Once-ler’s business destroyed the ecosystem. “The 
Lorax” establishes that as long as you really care for 
something, you can make a difference. 

MOVIE PREVIEW: 
GODZILLA VS. KONG
By Caleigh Christy

     Following two action-packed blockbuster films that 
brought popular characters back to life in the modern 
age comes King Kong vs Godzilla. Get ready for these 
huge CGI monsters to duke it out in the country that 
always seems to get destroyed when Godzilla’s involved: 
Japan. From the trailer it’s likely we’ll also see Jungle and 
Ocean action - the main habitats of Kong and Godzil-
la. As Godzilla shoots its beam of destruction at Kong, 
we’ll find out who truly is the strongest of the beasts. 
Though there are many other features to the plot, the 
live action is the key aspect to gain all of our attention. 
We all know that it’s exciting because of the huge fights 
between the two monsters, no one really cares what the 
humans are trying to do. 
The movie comes out on March 31st in both theaters 
and HBO Max. Like many movies during the pandemic 
it’s being offered on a streaming service assuming you 
have a subscription. It is likely to be available to rent on 
Amazon after a couple of weeks of it’s run on HBO Max, 
but if you’re a netflix subscriber I wouldn’t hold your 
breath. So get your subscriptions in line or venture out 
into a theater if you can’t wait for the battle of the beasts 
any longer past it’s release date. 
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MRS. AMERICA REVIEW
By Maggie Di Sanza

     The new Hulu miniseries starring Cate Blanchett as Phyllis Schlafly, a conservative activist of the 1970s 
and 1980s, and Rose Byrne as feminist author and activist Gloria Steinem, Mrs. America took the Internet 
by storm as it addressed the intense debate behind the failed ratification of the Equal Rights Amendment. 
The nine-part drama parallels the story of conservative Phyllis Schlafly, who fought in opposition to the 
Equal Rights Amendment and feminist legislation, and leaders within the Women’s Rights Movement like 
Gloria Steinem, Shirley Chisolm, Bella Absug, and Betty Friedan. Throughout the series, we are intro-
duced to the different faces of each movement, and how they were intricately working against one anoth-
er. On one end, the series displays the immense work of Schlafly, and her abilities to mobilize an entire 
group of homemakers to fight against the Equal Rights Amendment and women’s liberation (commonly 
referred to as the “women’s lib” movement in the series). Schlafly is portrayed as not only a villainous op-
position in the series, but also as a woman who was internally misogynistic, as she fought against her own 
independence. Blanchett portrayed Schlafly quite excellently, as a bitter yet even-tempered conservative 
who was ultimately working against her own interests. On the other hand, you had the prominent wom-
en’s liberation movement characters, like Cloria Steinem, Bella Absug, and Betty Freidan, portraying the 
complex and momentous second-wave feminist movement. While focussing directly on the ratification of 
the Equal Rights Amendment - which has yet to be passed by Con-
gress in 2021 - the series also covered other feminist issues, like 
access to abortion and birth control, and the complexity of 
including LGBTQ+ people in a white, cis, straight women’s 
movement. 
    Betty Freidan for instance, was viamently against lesbian 
women being included in the movement, and nearly all of 
the feminists portrayed had not begun to consider wel-
coming transgender, non-binary, and gender-expan-
sive folks. While Mrs. America was entertaining 
and generally accurate - paying homage to 
radical feminists of the 1970s and 1980s - 
the major problem with the series was the 
portrayal of Schlafly. Gloria Steinem (the 
non-fictional one), publicly addressed the 
show as being “misleading,” as she explained 
the Schlafly did not have that great a role in 
taking down the Equal Rights Amend-
ment. Generally, the tele-
vision show accurately 
portrayed the internal 
divisions of both indi-
viduals and movements, 
giving screen time to 
conservatives, femi-
nists, accused commu-
nists, and the admira-
ble radicals of the era. 
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WINX CLUB REBOOT 
REVIEW
By Caleigh Christy

     If you grew up in the early 2000s you probably would 
recognize the show Winx Club. You know the one with 
cute animated fairies, the one that was colorful, bright, 
and all about good vibes. Well if you didn’t see by now, 
it got a reboot! A Netflix Original Reboot! If those 4 
words didn’t scare you, then good for you. It means you 
haven’t been subjected to the horror that is the mod-
ern screenwriters idea of a teenager. The fan favorite 
children’s show about mystical fairies and the magic of 
friendship is now grey, dark, and for some reason very 
British? 
     In Fate: The Winx Saga, we follow Bloom on her 
misadventures as she travels to the Otherworld to 
attend Alfea School for Fairies. As a brand new fairy 
she quickly becomes the center of attention - romantic 
interests and monsters are both in hot pursuit after she 
shows up. Bloom teams up with her roommates who all 
have powers stemming from different branches than her 
own of fire; water, mind, air, earth, and light. All these 
powers combined leads to an epic showcase of abilities 
which will aid Bloom and her friends in the fight against 
many foes - specifically the Burned Ones. And while 
these fights provide for the growth of friendship that 
came with the original Winx Club, the rest of the show 
proves to be a complete opposite. 
     The show got the full Riverdale treatment, taking 
a story originally meant for kids and teens and twist it 
into something gory, dark, and steamy. What is a good 
show these days without romantic tension and teens 
with murderous tendencies? The fashion is dimmed 
down from the animated series to blend in with the 
bleak and grey surroundings. Their powers are some-
thing to fear rather than grow in and use in the name of 
good. The characters and plot tries to explore more deep 
and complex topics, but instead basically makes a mock-
ery of the poignant issues in today’s society. The only 
similarity it truly has to the early 2000s is the names of 
the characters and the second rate CGI effects.
     The cringey representation of modern day teens and 
poorly done adaptation of the original show gives you 
something to laugh about or allows your mind to go 
numb for the few hours it will take for you to complete 
the first season. If you love netflix originals it’s a strong 
10/10 recommendation from me, but if you have some 
sense of nostalgia and taste it wouldn’t be my first choice 
when opening up Netflix. 

PROMISING YOUNG 
WOMAN REVIEW
By Amy Qiao

      Promising Young Woman utilizes mind manipu-
lation in the most brilliant way possible. Directed and 
written by Emerald Fennell, the dark comedy follows 
Cassandra Thomas in the aftermath of the traumatic 
sexual assault of her best friend. The complexity of her 
guilt and grief is seen in her secret double life by night 
and when she seeks not revenge, but justice for her best 
friend. I can’t talk about how brilliant the movie is with-
out mentioning the talented cast. In an interview, Em-
erald Fennell explains that she tried to find actors who 
are known for being nice or playing traditionally nice 
roles to show that “nice” guys aren’t always so “nice.” Bo 
Burnham is known for his comedy sets and kind per-
sonality, but his character Ryan is far from that. Max 
Greenfield is known for his charismatic, funny roles 
such as Schmidt in New Girl and Dave Johnson in The 
Neighborhood, but after watching Promising Young 
Woman, I don’t know if I can look at Schmidt the same 
way again. And of course, I can’t talk about the cast 
without raving about Carrey Mulligan’s performance. 
Her performance makes the emotional complexity so 
raw and real and elevates the message of the movie. 
Besides the brilliant cast, the set design, makeup and 
hair, costume design, and the cinematography (chef’s 
kiss) make the movie a masterpiece. But the core of the 
movie is still the story of how a promising young wom-
an was raped and robbed of her life. The movie is only 
hard to watch because it is rooted in realism. The film 
tackles issues such as rape culture in college campuses 
and the trauma of sexual assault. Young people, and 
disproportionately young women, are sexually assaulted 
all around the world. And all around the world, people 
dismiss or don’t believe them. Promising Young Wom-
an is a must watch for its powerful and relevant mes-
sage. To quote the masterpiece, “It’s every man’s worst 
nightmare, getting accused of something like this… Can 
you guess what every woman’s worst nightmare is?”
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     Have you ever heard of the greatly-celebrated, so-called “immortal” HeLa cells? These cells helped discover the 
polio vaccine, study leukemia, test the effects of zero gravity, and so much more. HeLa was a revolutionary break-
through that dominates the scientific community to this day. But it is important to note that these cells came from a 
human being who has a story of her own. 
      Her name was Henrietta Lacks, an African American woman born in 1920 -- a time of racial discrimination and 
unfair treatment. She had 5 children when she started to feel a painful “knot” inside of her. It was at this time that 
a tumor was slowly growing in Henrietta’s cervix. When she went to the hospital, she was put under anesthesia 
and went through normal examinations. However, unbeknownst to her, the doctor had secretly taken a sample of 
her tumor cells and shipped them to a scientist named George Gey. Gey noticed that these cells grew at an alarm-
ing rate, and never seemed to die off like the other cells that he had experimented with. He nicknamed these cells 
“HeLa”, simply taking the first 2 letters from Henrietta Lacks’s first and last name. Gey distributed these cells across 
the globe. Due to the efficiency of HeLa cells, many scientists used them to conduct experiments.  
   But Henrietta never found out that her cells were being shipped and used all over the world. Her family, who 
lived in poverty, never found out until many years later. Scientists were making millions of dollars out of HeLa, but 
the Lacks family never got a single penny of it. 
     I learned about Henrietta through a book I recently read. The book is called “The Immortal Life of Henrietta 
Lacks” by Rebecca Skloot. I first heard about this book from my middle school science teacher. But I never had the 
motivation to pick it up until two years later, when my mother mentioned it to me. I finally decided to give it a try. 
By the time I finished the book a few days later, I was mind blown. It was one of the best books I had ever read. 
The author, Rebecca Skloot, was one of the only people who put in the effort to tell the story of Henrietta Lacks. I 
realized that without Skloot’s book, nobody would know about the complex story behind HeLa cells. This made me 
wonder how many other great stories are untold. 
     Henrietta Lacks was a crucial figure of medical history. Her cells shaped a huge portion of medical history. But 
it’s not just HeLa that we have to thank, it’s Henrietta Lacks. Behind the immortal cancer cells is the story of a 
woman who was born and raised during times of difficulty, had a family, and loved her family. 

RECOGNIZING A CRUCIAL FEMALE FIGURE 
IN MEDICAL HISTORY

By Sophia Jiang
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MARCH 17: THE 
HISTORY BEHIND IT
Amy Yao

     St. Patrick’s Day, or the Feast of Saint Patrick’s, 
is an Irish religious holiday that is celebrated annu-
ally on March 17 on the anniversary of St. Patrick’s 
death. Saint Patrick lived during the fifth century 
and was the patron saint of Ireland. He was born 
in Roman Britain late 4th century, kidnapped and 
brought to Ireland as a slave when he was only 16, 
later escaped, but returned to Ireland and is credited 
to have brought Christianity to the Irish. By the time 
he died, he had built several monasteries, churches, 
and schools. After his death, several different folk-
tales have and myths have surrounded him, which 
have been ingrained into Irish culture. It is said that 
he used a shamrock- now the Irish national plant- to 
drive out snakes and to explain the Holy Trinity. 
The Irish emigrants to the United States who had 
mostly transformed this day into a celebration. Cities 
with large amounts of Irish immigrants would hold 
parades, where people would have blue items- as blue 
used to be the color associated. Nowadays, St. Patrick’s 
Day is celebrated through festive parades, special 
foods, music, dancing, drinking, and is associated with 
the color green. Corned beef and cabbage are often 
eaten on this day and things are often dyed green. 
Most of these practices were adopted for tourists- pa-
rades in North America were adopted a few centuries 
afterwards in Ireland. The week of St. Patrick’s Day is 
also known as “Irish Language Week” and more effort 
is put into speaking Irish. 
     Although practices on St. Patrick’s Day have 
changed over time as well as changed their meanings, 
several countries still recognize St. Patrick’s as a na-
tional holiday and is observed by the Catholic Church, 
the Anglican Communion, the Eastern Orthodox 
Church, and the Lutheran Church.

ST. PATRICK’S DAY 
RECIPE
By Maggie Di Sanza

     As St. Patrick’s Day rolls around, it is vital that we 
prepare with the appropriate snacks. Luckily, the blog 
Butter with a Side of Bread has provided an amazing rec-
ipe for Mint Chocolate Pudding Cookies! These cookies 
are perfect for a snack, desert, and fun to make with your 
quarantine pals and family. 
Ingredients
1 Cup of Sugar
½ Cup of Butter, Softened
1 Egg
½ Cup of Sour Cream (or Plain Yogurt)
1 Small Box of Instant Vanilla Pudding Mix
½ Teaspoon of Salt
½ Teaspoon of Baking Soda
2 Cups of All-Purpose Flour
2 Tablespoons of Mint Extract
3 Drops of Blue Food Coloring
10 Drops of Green Food Coloring
1.5 Cups of Chocolate Chips
Instructions 
Cream together the sugar and butter. Add the egg, sour 
cream, and pudding mix.
In a small bowl, combine flour, salt, and baking soda.
Incorporate the dry mixture into the pudding mixture 
and mix until well combined. Add the mint extract and 
food coloring until the desired color is achieved. 
Add in chocolate chips.
Place rounded tablespoons of the cookie batter onto a 
greased cookie sheet.
Bake at 375 degrees Fahrenheit for 10 minutes. Transfer 
to a cooling rack, wait for 10 minutes, and enjoy! 
*Thank you again to Butter with a Side of Bread for pro-
viding this recipe. 
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THE INVISIBLE LIFE OF ADDIE LARUE BY V.E. 
SCHWAB: A STORY OF BEING REMEMBERED
By Mihika Shivakumar

“What is a person, if not the marks they leave behind?” 
If a tree falls in a forest and no one is around to hear it, does it make a sound?
If you live forever, but can’t leave a mark, did you really exist at all?
    This is a story about dreamers. This is a story about the meaning of immortality. This is a story, at it’s very simplest, 
about a girl, a boy, and a devil. This is a story about what a girl will do to live life for herself. It’s a tale of love, but not 
the love story you’d imagine; it’s the romance between a girl and life, her desire to live, and her search to leave a mark.
“A dreamer,” scorns her mother.
“A dreamer,” warns Estele.
    Addie Larue was born in France in the late 17th century. Always too big for her world, always hoping for some-
thing greater. To get out of a marriage, Addie trades with a devil; her soul, for the chance to be immortal, the chance 
to live freely, without belonging to anyone or anything, until she tires of life. Too late, she realizes the catch: she trad-
ed away her legacy. Her existence leaves no traces, neither on people’s memories nor the earth itself. It’s this deal that 
creates the Faustian driven plot that occupies the rest of the novel. The story takes on two ongoing narratives: Addie 
Larue, in short episodes over the next three centuries, learning the bounds of her existence. She starts in Paris and 
ends up in America, but travels across much of Europe first. This story follows her pain and her growth, her yearning 
and her desire to truly live and love, learn and create art, and live a life worthy of remembrance. It tracks the different 
people she meets and the connections she makes, but how every relationship ends the same way: they forget. Her only 
possible company is her worst enemy- the devil who cursed her.
     “I am stronger than your god and older than your devil. I am the darkness between stars, and the roots beneath 
the earth. I am promise, and potential, and when it comes to playing games, I divine the rules, I set the pieces, and I 
choose when to play. And tonight, I say no.” The god after dark, the devil who cursed Addie Larue: her worst enemy, 
her only companion. Taking on the form of one of Addie’s drawings, and named Luc by Addie herself, he continues 
to be the one constant in her continuously shifting life. Their 300 year dynamic is messy at best, and it grows and 
changes as Addie tries to create some power for herself against the being limiting her existence. He returns regularly 
to torment her, but Addie’s will to continue to live is always the stronger force. These visits are the only breaks from 
Addie’s lonely existence- that is, until New York, 2014. “Three words, large enough to tip the world. I remember you.”
     The second narrative of the novel takes place in 2014, in New York, a city Addie believes changes so much every 
second that she could continue to discover it forever. After stealing a book from a book store, Addie Larue crosses 
paths with a boy named Henry. Henry is the first person in a quarter mil-
lennium who can remember her. This part of the novel tracks their story, of 
them trying to find their place in the world. Addie, the girl who wants to be 
remembered, and the boy who remembers her. Henry, the boy who wants 
to be loved, and the girl who can love him. Even as the story starts being 
told in chapters narrated by him, the story continues to clearly belong to 
Addie. But this story is not about either one of them; it’s about the human 
experience, and their need to live. “Because time is cruel to all, and crueler 
still to artists. Because vision weakens, and voices wither, and talent fades. 
Because happiness is brief, and history is lasting, and in the end, “ he says, 
“everyone wants to be remembered.” More than anything else, the Invisible 
Life of Addie Larue is about Addie’s desire to be remembered, to be able to 
leave some sort of mark on the world. The novel is broken up by analyses of 
pieces of art: the memory of Addie serves as a muse for works being created 
across time. This novel captures the humanity in art and literature, as well 
as the way they can capture stories, ones that live in people’s hearts forever. 
The ongoing themes of personal expression are what truly help this story 
capture human experiences, the ones Addie desires to live herself.
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HOROSCOPES
By Caleigh Christy

Libra (Sep 23 - 

Oct 22):   Your 
current or 

future relationships are 
moving into a success-
ful and deeper time this 
month. If you’re in a ro-
mantic relationship with 
someone explore some 
new parts of your rela-
tionship, if you’re looking 
for one you’ll have plenty 
of luck finding someone. 

Scorpio (Oct 23 

- Nov 21):  Even 
if it feels like your 
family is becom-

ing a bit overwhelming this 
month, your closest out-
side relationships will be 
there to support you. They 
know you’re having a hard 
time and you’ll find one 
person you can fully lean 
on, I promise you’re not a 
burden. 

Saggittarius (Nov 

22 - Dec 21):   Let 
your confidence 
shine and take you 

down new paths this month. 
Your social intelligence has 
grown recently and now 
is the time to show it off. 
Others will be surprised by 
how much you glow, and 
some might be jealous, but 
don’t let them stop you from 
utilizing that energy. 

Capricorn 

(Dec 22 - Jan 

19): You might 
feel like you 

have some work to catch 
up on or that you’ve 
fallen behind. Sit down 
and get to work. Your 
in a month of produc-
tivity and as long as you 
can block out negative 
distractions catching up 
will be easy.

Aquarius 

(Jan 20 - Feb 

18): This 
month might get kinda 
rough with some good 
friends. You’ll think 
about leaving them in 
the past and trying to 
move forward from the 
conflict, but don’t give up 
on them yet. If you can 
survive this rough patch 
you’ll come out stronger 
than ever. 

Pisces (Feb 19 - 

March 20):  This 
is a great month 
for your career. 

You’ll be given opportuni-
ties for some projects that 
showcase your talents that 
you haven’t been able to 
show off before. Your best 
qualities will be highlighted 
and it’ll become the perfect 
time to reinvent yourself in 
a professional setting.

Aries (March 21 

- April 19): 

This month will 
be dominated by 

your goals. Take whatever 
steps necessary to reach 
them and they will pay 
off even if you feel you 
are giving more than you 
are receiving in return. 
You’ll enjoy many financial 
opportunities, so focus on 
those goals first. 

Taurus (April 

20 - May 20): 

You’ll focus on 
yourself this 

month, even if you feel 
your relationships are a 
bit rocky. You’ve got a lot 
of personal goals yourself 
and you don’t want to say 
goodbye to self improve-
ment before you’re ready. 
No one is more important 
than you when it comes 
to being happy. 

Gemini (May 

21 - June 20):  If 
it feels like every-
thing you’ve been 

trying to put into motion 
has been at a standstill, 
don’t worry because this 
is the month for success! 
Even if you feel you’re 
stuck financially, big 
things are coming and 
lots of opportunities are 
headed your way!

Cancer (June 

21 - July 22):   
You’ll feel very 

social this month and want 
to connect with as many 
people as you can, and it’s 
the perfect time to. You’ll 
hit a peak amount of ener-
gy and be open to the most 
change, meaning your 
conversations will be more 
meaningful and interesting, 
so put yourself out there. 

Leo (July 23 - 

Aug 22):  If you’ve 
been saving up 
money to do 

something special and treat 
yourself, now is the time to 
smash that piggy bank and 
head out into the world. Do 
something fun for yourself 
and you’ll find yourself 
recovering both physically 
and spiritually after months 
of stress.  

Virgo (Aug 23 

- Sep 22):  This 
is the month to 
test your luck. If 
you want to take 

a financial gamble this is 
the month it’ll pay off. It’s 
a time of unpredictability, 
but it has positive energy 
all around it. This  means 
that your risky financial 
decisions will result in 
a greater cash flow than 
expected. 
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SECOND SEMESTER WORDSEARCH
By Maggie Di Sanza

Semester
Zoom
Graduation
Art
Senior
English
Virtual

Science
Grades
Learning
Spring
Junior

Math
Textbooks
Freshmen
Sophomore
Music
Gym
History
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LIST OF GOOD LUCK 
CHARMS
By Emmie Digon

     In the spirit of St. Patrick’s Day, here is a list of 
items that might bring luck on your side. If you are 
in desperate need of joy and prosperity, this is the per-
fect list for you. 
     Four leaf clover - This one is known by many, 
but is usually mistaken with the shamrock clover. A 
shamrock clover only has three leaves and is associat-
ed with the Holy trinity. A four leaf clover is known 
as a “Lucky clover” and each leaf brings love, faith, 
hope and luck in the finder’s future. Be aware that it is 
very hard to find a clover with exactly four leaves.
      Ladybugs - These small insects are connected to 
many cultures and are known to bring positive energy 
and good luck when they land on you. Pay attention 
to where it lands on you because it could mean dif-
ferent things. It could either mean that wealth, rela-
tionships, or happiness could come your way. It is also 
believed that it could grant wishes.
      Goldfish - This fish is usually overlooked because 
of its simplicity. However, goldfish are very lucky and 
their gold color symbolizes wealth. They also repre-
sent opportunities of transformation and success.
Acorns - For those that prioritize their health, acorns 
are just what you need. The saying associated with 
this item is, “mighty oaks from little acorns grow”. In 
other words, acorns are known to provide health and 
maintain one’s youth.
      Bamboo plants - Bamboo plants are very easy to 
take care of and bring prosperity to those that live in 
the household it is growing in. It brings good energy 
and the amount of stalks it has determines the types of 
fortune it will provide.

MARCH POETRY 
COLUMN
By Julianna Baldo and Emmie Digon

SPRING’S SPECIALTY 
By Emmie Digon

After the winter snow,
The plants that were once forgotten,
Will soon grow.
The flowers that shriveled,
And withered in the past,
Will gracefully blossom at last.
That is the beauty of spring,
It revives the growth of everything.
Gives us a breath of fresh air,
And rescues us from dark despair.
The warm feeling of hope and pleasantry,
Also happens to be this season’s specialty.

SPRING BREEZE
Julianna Baldo

Wind in the winter is cold and biting,
Sending snowflakes blowing across the ground like 
knives
Wind in the fall is dry and hounding,
Designing and disrupting fallen leaves and pine needles 
in senseless patterns
Wind in the summer is arid, or like breathing through 
fog
Settling on the skin like a million mosquitoes all at once
Wind in the spring is just wind--
Sweet, calm, and full of life.
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SPORTS
BRADY AND THE BUCCANEERS WIN SUPER BOWL 55
By Tanay Desai

     Once again, Tom Brady’s defense has propelled him to a Super Bowl victory, giving Brady his 7th ring, and his 
first ring without the New England Patriots. The stifling Buccaneer defense did not allow the Chiefs’ offense to 
score a touchdown. This was the first time that the Chiefs failed to score a touchdown with Quarterback Patrick 
Mahomes starting a game. The Buccaneers pass rush got around the Chiefs lineman quite often, forcing Mahomes 
to run around for much of the game. According to NextGenStats, Chiefs Quarterback Patrick Mahomes ran for 
497 yards before throwing the football or being sacked, all while nursing a toe injury. The game’s turning point 
came at the end of the first half when Chiefs Safety Tyrann Mathieu was penalized for Passing Interference on 
Buccaneers Wide Receiver Mike Evans. This was only one of the many questionable calls that went against the 
chiefs. 
     The penalty gave the Bucs the ball at the one-yard line, and two plays later, Brady-Import Antonio Brown 
caught a touchdown, giving the Buccaneers a 21-6 lead going into halftime. For many teams, this halftime score 
would turn fans away. But with the Chiefs, football fans around the country knew that if there was any team that 
could climb from this deficit, in the biggest game of the year, it’s the Kansas City Chiefs. Time and time again, 
Patrick Mahomes has been able to bring his team back from huge deficits, including a 10 point deficit in the Super 
Bowl last year. However, the Buccaneers defense stayed strong. Mahomes had some unbelievable throws on the 
run, but many were dropped or batted away at the last second. 
    The game started off slow with both teams being forced to punt on their first drives. The first points of the 
game came off a Harrison Butker field goal putting the Chiefs up 3-0 off a 5-minute drive in the first quarter. On 
the next drive, Tom Brady found old friend Rob Gronkowski for an 8-yard touchdown putting the Bucs up 4. The 
Buccaneers would get the ball back only 3 plays later and march right down the field, putting themselves at the 1 
on 4th and Goal. Running back Ronald Jones fell just short of the goal line, giving the ball back to the Chiefs, who 
once again were unable to get a first down. Chiefs Punter Tommy Townsend, punting from his own endzone, 
had a terrible miskick which gave Tom Brady a short field to work with. Of course, the Buccaneers capitalized 
on this miscue. Mahomes led his team down the field for one more field goal, before the Buccaneers half-ending 
touchdown. The Chiefs had one more field goal on their first drive after the half, but a bruising 27 yard Leonard 
Fournette run on the next Bucs drive crushed the spirits of Chiefs fans all over the country, and put the Bucca-

neers up 28-9. While neutral fans around the country sat around and 
hoped that the Chiefs would be able to pull off the comeback 

that they were so used to seeing, the relentless Bucca-
neer defense quickly shut those hopes down. Lavonte 

David and the rest of the Buccaneer defense shut 
out the Chiefs for the rest of the game and 
forced two turnovers. Shortly after, the confetti 
rained down in Tampa and fans flocked to the 
streets to celebrate the Bucs victory. Tom Brady 
earned his 7th Super Bowl ring, and 5th Super 
Bowl MVP and celebrated with the rest of his 
team during the Buccaneers boat parade in 
Tampa. 
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HECTIC NBA SEASON 
APPROACHES ALL-STAR 
BREAK
By Sanjay Palta-Hill

   In an unusual NBA season, there sure has been no short-
age of competition or entertainment. It seems difficult to 
imagine the Milwaukee Bucks, a team-centered around 
two-time MVP Giannis Antetokounmpo who had the NBA’s 
best record last year, sitting in second place in the Eastern 
Conference with a feeble record of 16-11. Few may have 
predicted the Philadelphia 76ers, an underperforming team 
that switched head coaches during the offseason, to lead the 
Eastern Conference with a record of 18-9. The 76ers are led 
by center Joel Embiid, who is finally in the NBA MVP race. 
After forming a superteam around James Harden, Kevin 
Durant, and Kyrie Irving, the Brooklyn Nets have shown 
weaknesses on defense. As of now, the New York Knicks, a 
team infamous for its struggles in recent years, sit in seventh 
place, a rank that would put them in the playoff picture. The 
Eastern Conference sure has surprised us on multiple occa-
sions this year.
    Things have been just as hectic in the Western Confer-
ence. Few may have predicted the reigning champions, the 
Los Angeles Lakers, to sit in second place behind the Utah 
Jazz. Damian Lillard has led a Portland Trail Blazers team 
that has been decimated by injuries on a recent surge, and 
Portland now finds itself in fifth place. After losing star 
shooting guard Klay Thompson to injury, legendary point 
guard Stephen Curry has put on a show this year, putting 
up MVP numbers in the process. However, the Golden 
State Warriors lack depth around Curry, so the team is in 
eighth place with a record of 14-13. The most surprising of 
all, however, has perhaps been the Phoenix Suns. The Suns 
acquired veteran guard Chris Paul in free agency to team up 
with star shooting guard Devin Booker. Phoenix has strug-
gled in recent years, but they have had a lot of success so far 
this season, and they are sitting in fourth place in the West-
ern Conference. The Dallas Mavericks started the season out 
slowly, but guard Luka Doncic has scored at a prolific pace 
recently and led his team on a hot streak. The Mavericks still, 
however, are out of the playoff picture, but they are creeping 
up on the Memphis Grizzlies and Golden State Warriors.
   Despite all of the surprises, this unusual year has given us, 
the NBA season is far from over. As we near the All-Star 
break and head into the second half of the regular season, we 
are guaranteed to see the playoff and MVP races tighten, and 
more captivating action is sure to come.

PACKERS 
OFFSEASON
By Tanay Desai

   Aaron Rodgers and the Green Bay Packers have 
once again fallen short of making the Super Bowl. 
The Packers’ loss to the Buccaneers in this year’s 
NFC Championship game gave the Packers their 
4th NFC Championship loss in the last 7 years. 
This prompted Head Coach Matt LaFleur to 
make one significant change. LaFleur parted ways 
with Defensive Coordinator Mike Pettine, whose 
contract ended this year. When the defense was 
most needed, Pettine’s defenses gave up 31 and 
37 points. The Green Bay defense was viewed as 
underachieving for all of the investments they've 
made on that side of the ball. Pettine’s replace-
ment will be Los Angeles Rams Linebackers 
Coach Joe Barry. Like former Packers head coach 
Mike McCarthy and current head coach Matt La-
Fleur, Barry does not have a record of success at 
his previous stints. Barry was the architect of the 
Lions defense on an 0-16 team and had the 28th 
ranked defense as the defensive coordinator of the 
Washington Football Team. 
   Packers fans can expect to see many more new 
faces next season, after the NFL revealed that 
next season’s salary cap will be set around $180 
million, a drastic drop compared to previous 
years. This leaves the Packers in a tough position, 
as they need to free up around $30 million just 
to get under the cap. The good news for Packers 
fans is that General Manager Brian Gutenkunst 
has said that he will make every move possible 
to ensure that next year’s team will be in the mix 
for a Super Bowl, as he recognizes that the team 
is in “win-now” mode. For now, the Packers will 
try to restructure and move around contracts to 
get under the salary cap and in a position to sign 
more players. 
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WOMEN’S 
AUSTRALIAN 
OPEN UPDATE 
(QUARTERFI-
NALS)
By Sophia Jiang

   Although there isn’t an audi-
ence at this year’s Australian Open 
(AO), tennis is exciting nonethe-
less. As 8 amazing women prepare 
for the quarter-finals, tennis fans 
from all over the world are tuning 
in to the thrilling matches of the 
AO. The 8 quarter-finalists are 
fighting their way to the finals, 
which will be held on February 
21st. Because of Covid-19, players 
had to quarantine in their ho-
tel rooms for 2 weeks. This was 
tough for many players since they 
couldn’t properly train, which 
increased the risk of injury. Many 

players have already sustained an 
injury, such as Donna Vekic, who 
injured her right leg. But it doesn’t 
seem like these challenges are stop-
ping many enthusiastic players.
   The matches will no doubt be 
exciting. No. 1 seed Ashleigh Barty 
will face off against a perseverant 
Karolina Muchova. Two young 
Americans, Jennifer Brady, and 
Jessica Pegula will battle it out. 
3-time grand slam champion 
Naomi Osaka will play against the 
current No. 1 ranked doubles play-
er, Su-Wei Hsieh. And finally, the 
world-renowned Serena Williams 
will challenge No. 2 seed Simona 
Halep. Every single one of these 
players has a unique backstory and 
playing style, the perfect recipe for 
electrifying tennis matches. There 
is no telling what could happen; it 
seems that any of these eight play-
ers could take home the champion-
ship. 
   Only two of these eight players 

have ever been the champions of 
the AO. Williams is a 7-time AO 
champion, while Osaka is a 1-time 
AO champion. All of these players 
fought in grueling matches, mak-
ing various comebacks in order 
to make it this far. Osaka pulled 
a three-set victory against 2-time 
grand slam champion Garbine 
Muguruza, while Williams fought 
a tough three-set match against 
Aryna Sabalenka. Hsieh dominated 
against 1-time grand slam cham-
pion Bianca Andreescu, and Brady 
battled against a perseverent Don-
na Vekic. Barty beat Shelby Rogers 
in the fourth round, and Muchova 
played an exhausting match against 
Elise Mertens. Pegula beat Elena 
Svitolina in three sets, and Halep 
managed to defeat 1-time grand 
slam champion, Iga Swiatek. There 
is no doubt that on February 21st, 
a sensational tennis match will be 
played by 2 of the 8 amazing wom-
en in the quarterfinals.

COMPETITION HEATING UP AS POSTSEASON 
APPROACHES IN COLLEGE BASKETBALL
By Nolan Sullivan

   With conference tournaments and Selection Sunday on the horizon, teams are making their final push to secure 
seeding for March Madness. So far, it seems as if both Gonzaga and Baylor have all but locked up their number one 
seeds, however, the other two spots are well up for grabs. A variety of teams from the Big Ten, including Michi-
gan, Ohio State, Illinois, and Iowa are among those fighting for those final spots. Outside of the B1G, there are also 
a few more surprising contenders vying for top seeds in this year’s tournament, such as Alabama, Houston, and 
Oklahoma. All of these mentioned teams have spectacular talent. From Illinois and Iowa dominant big men, Kofi 
Cockburn and Luka Garza, to Alabama and Houston’s talented guards, Jaden Shackelford and Quentin Grimes, it 
will be interesting to see how these teams perform down the stretch. While college basketball’s controversial “one-
and-done” era, which prevented 18-year old basketball players from heading straight to 
the NBA, is coming to an end soon, we are currently seeing the final effects of the 
rule this season. 
     While Johnson did have a foot injury that sidelined him for nearly a month 
this season and says that the move was done in his medical best interest, many 
analysts speculate that Duke’s underachieving season is what drove him to step 
away from the team. While we may never know the true reasoning behind his 
decision, this incident is just another example for the argument as to why the 
one-and-done rule should be abandoned. If players aren’t committed to playing 
at a certain school regardless of how they perform as a team, why should they 
have to waste a year to go there in the first place?
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STAGNANT MLB 
OFFSEASON WRAPS 
UP WITH A BANG
By Nolan Sullivan

   Major League Baseball has been known for having 
relatively uneventful offseasons in recent years, espe-
cially in comparison to the NBA or NFL. This year’s 
free agency was shaping up to be another forgetful 
one, until the Colorado Rockies dealt All-Star third 
baseman, Nolan Arenado, to the St. Louis Cardinals 
in exchange for lefty pitcher Austin Gomber and 
a handful of prospects. On top of that, the Rockies 
agreed to foot nearly a quarter of Arenado’s hefty 
$199 million contracts, which they’ll have to pay 
regardless of which team he is on once the 2022 
season comes around. While some think that these 
new savings will allow the Rockies to retain players 
such as shortstop Trevor Story, others question why 
guys like Story would even want to stay around in 
Denver after this case of poor management. In other 
free agency news, “the rich got richer” as the reign-
ing World Series Champion Los Angeles Dodgers 
acquired righty Cy-Young winning pitcher, Trevor 
Bauer. After this move, many fans argued that Major 
League Baseball needs to address the idea of enforc-
ing a “salary cap” for big-market teams such as the 
Dodgers. While that likely won’t happen anytime 
soon, some of those demands have been answered, as 
the Dodgers were forced to forfeit their first-round 
draft pick for next season along with having to pay 
an estimated $14 million in “luxury tax” for exceed-
ing the payroll guidelines of the League. On the flip 
side, the Pittsburgh Pirates have a payroll of only $40 
million. This small payroll is indicative of a team in 
“tank mode,”a team trying to win as few games as 
possible in order to attain a higher draft pick. 

THE NFL’S COACHING 
CAROUSEL
By Tanay Desai

   The NFL Coaching Carousel has ended, with some big 
names moving, and some big-time positions were filled. 
One of the most notable names to move was San Francis-
co Defensive Coordinator Robert Saleh, who is now the 
head coach of the New York Jets. Saleh inherits a young, 
promising team that has a ton of draft capital. One of the 
biggest issues Saleh will have to address is the quarter-
back position. The Jets have the second pick in the draft, 
putting them in prime position to draft a quarterback not 
named Trevor Lawrence, but Saleh can also opt to keep 
current quarterback Sam Darnold, who has shown some 
promise despite a lack of talent and incompetent coach-
ing around him. Saleh is the first Muslim-American and 
fourth Head Coach with Lebanese Roots. Another big-
name defensive coordinator to land a job is Los Angeles 
Rams Defensive Coordinator, Brandon Staley, who will 
not have to move after being hired as the Head Coach for 
the Los Angeles Chargers. 
   Out of all of the head coaching positions available, many 
have said that the Chargers were the best job. After all, 
the Chargers have the offensive rookie of the year, Quar-
terback Justin Herbert, and other talented players like 
Derwin James, Joey Bosa, Keenan Allen. College Football 
coaching legend Urban Meyer was named the head coach 
of the Jacksonville Jaguars. The Jaguars hold the first pick 
in the NFL Draft and will likely select Clemson Quarter-
back Trevor Lawrence. The hiring of Meyer likely shows 
that the Jags want to turn things around, fast. Whether 
it's the University of Utah, Ohio State, or Florida, the one 
thing that Urban Meyer has shown is that he can go to 
any team and turn them into winners. This will be Urban 
Meyer’s first head coaching job in the NFL, but his second 
head coaching position in North Florida. After losing 
their offensive coordinator Frank Reich to the Colts, the 
Eagles hired Colts offensive coordinator Nick Sirianni as 
their head coach. Sirianni will have to deal with a very 
awkward quarterback situation and a roster in a terrible 
cap space. The Detroit Lions hired the very energetic Dan 
Cambell, formerly with the Saints, as their head coach. 
The Atlanta Falcons hired Arthur Smith, who trans-
formed the Tennessee Titans’ offense, and the Houston 
Texans hired David Culley as their head coach. Many 
have said that the Texans’ head coaching position was not 
even desirable for coaching candidates, but the Texans 
were able to hire a coach with a lot of experience. 
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COVID-19, 
DRAMA, AND 
EXCITING PLAY 
AMONG MEN’S 
SINGLES AT 
THE 
AUSTRALIAN 
OPEN
By Jessica Jiang

   The long-awaited Australian 
Open finally began main draw play 
on February 8th. The first Grand 
Slam of the year, the Open is taking 
place amid the ongoing pandemic. 
As part of the regulation to prevent 
the spread of COVID-19 among 
competitors and others, play-
ers, coaches, and other staff were 
brought on chartered flights to their 
hotels, where they would need to 
quarantine for 14 days. While most 
players were allowed five hours a 
day to leave their rooms and train, 
72 competitors were unfortunately 
forced to quarantine without per-
mission to enter training grounds, 
or even leave their rooms. These 
athletes flew on planes where some 
of the passengers tested positive 
for COVID-19. The news garnered 
varied reactions from players, with 
most expressing disappointment 
while fully acknowledging the 
situation. Some players were more 
vocal than others, however. No-
vak Djokovic, the current World 
No. 1 and 2020 Australian Open 
Champion, wrote a letter to the 
tournament director, Craig Tiley, 
suggesting that players who were 
on flights with COVID-19 positive 
passengers have private homes with 
access to courts and permission to 
see a coach, as well as a shortened 

quarantine period. This letter re-
ceived mixed reactions from fellow 
players and the public, with some 
criticizing Djokovic for expecting 
special treatment. He has since re-
leased a public letter explaining that 
his requests were well-intentioned 
for all players in the tournament.
   Once quarantine ended for all the 
players, the Australian Open began 
with a bang. Thousands of audience 
members were allowed to watch 
their favorite players after multi-
ple checks and tests, although after 
a few days, the state of Victoria 
began a five-day lockdown when 
there was a breakout of coronavirus 
cases near an airport in Melbourne. 
However, the players did not let 
the loss of fans deter them from 
their focus on their matches. Ten 
American men made the first round 
of competition, with Mackenzie 
McDonald, a graduate of UCLA 
and a Round of 16 contestant in the 
2018 Wimbledon, making it to the 
4th round where he was defeated 
by Daniil Medvedev, the No. 4 seed, 
and Taylor Fritz, currently ranked 
31st in the world, being defeated 
in the 3rd round by No. 1 seed 
Djokovic after a close-knit match. 
Frances Tiafoe, another young 
American who gained attention 
after fighting a long 5-set battle 
with Roger Federer in the 2017 US 
Open, was also beaten by Djokovic, 
but in the 2nd round.
   Many unexpected comebacks and 
wins were made throughout the 
weeks leading to the Quarterfinals. 
Dominic Thiem, the 2020 US Open 
Champion, and 2020 Australian 
Open Finalist lost in 3 straight sets 
to Grigor Dimitrov, the Bulgarian 
star. Felix Auger-Aliassime, one 
of Canada’s youngest star players, 
defeated his friend and colleague 
Denis Shapovalov in 3 sets in the 
3rd round. He then lost in the 4th 

round to Aslan Karatsev, a rising 
27-year-old Russian, who came 
back after being two sets down to 
the younger Canadian. Karatsev, 
the first man to go as far as the 
Semifinals in the Open Era in his 
Grand Slam debut, beat Dimitrov, 
who was suffering from physical in-
jury, in the Quarterfinals after being 
a set down. He is facing Djokovic in 
the Semifinals.
   On the other half of the bracket, 
Medvedev is facing his long-time 
friend and fellow Russian Andrey 
Rublev in the Quarterfinals. Nad-
al of Spain and Stefanos Tsitsipas 
of Greece will also face-off, with 
Nadal coming from a win against 
Fabio Fognini, and Tsitsipas from 
a walkover when Matteo Berrettini 
pulled out of the tournament from 
an abdominal injury.
   Even with strict COVID-19 reg-
ulations, the Australian Open has 
not been any less thrilling than in a 
normal year. 

Aslan Karatsev
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NEW HOMES FOR NFL 
QUARTERBACKS
By Tanay Desai

     Over the past few years, the NFL has increasingly 
become a transactional league. There are a lot more 
trades compared to years past, and this year is no 
different. Star quarterbacks have swapped places, and 
many more stars may be on the move. The biggest 
move of the NFL offseason so far has been the Los 
Angeles Rams’ acquisition of Detroit Lions star quar-
terback Matthew Stafford. The Rams gave up two 
first-round picks, a third-round pick, and a former 
number one overall pick in quarterback Jared Goff, 
setting up the Rams to go 7 straight drafts without a 
first-round pick, a very unconventional approach to 
building a team. The Rams had the best defense in the 
NFL this past season with two of the top defensive 
players in the league, and head coach Sean McVay 
showed that he wants to take advantage of having this 
much talent on his football team by acquiring a top 10 
quarterback in the NFL. For Matthew Stafford, the 
move was one he requested, specifically requesting 
a move to the LA Rams. Stafford lives in Newport 
Beach in the offseason, a town in Orange Country just 
south of Los Angeles, and at the time of the transac-
tion, Stafford was reportedly on vacation in Cabo San 

HISTORY IS MADE ON 
THE CLUB STAGE AS IN-
TERNATIONAL NEWS 
ROLLS OUT IN CLUB 
SOCCER
By Nolan Sullivan

     While most top clubs are mainly focusing on their 
domestic leagues or intercontinental tournaments at the 
moment, Germany’s most successful club, FC Bayern 
Munich, have had their sights set on a more illustrious 
goal. This past month, Bayern became the second club 
in soccer history to have won the sextuple, which entails 
winning all six possible major competitions in Europe. 
Led by world-class forward Robert Lewandowski and 
the impassable keeper Manuel Neuer, the German 
champions dealt with Liga MX’s Tigres in the Club 
World Cup to put themselves in elite company. Only 
FC Barcelona in 2009, a squad that is widely regarded as 
the best to ever step foot onto the pitch, also holds the 
achievement of winning a sextuplet. While Bayern is an 
aging team and will soon look to offload some of their 
older stars such as Austrian defender David Alaba, it’s 
safe to say that they’re also setting themselves up well 
for long-term success. After signing the German wing-
er Leroy Sane from Manchester City this past summer, 
Bayern are now in agreement with fellow German club, 
RB Leipzig, to acquire their promising young center 
back, Dayot Upamecano. While Upamecano will likely 
be a great addition to Bayern’s backline, his $50 million 
release clause leaves much to be desired.
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     Speaking of Bayern, after winning last year’s 
UEFA Champions League Final 1-0 over French 
club Paris Saint Germain, they look to repeat 
as champions this year. The Round of 16 for 
this prestigious tournament is now underway, 
with two legs being played over the course of 
a month. Teams like Bayern, Manchester City, 
and Juventus have heavily favorable matchups, 
so most fans and analysts have their attention 
focused on the clash between Barcelona & 
PSG. It’ll be the first time these two foes face 
one another since “La Remontada”, or “The 
Comeback”, which featured a spectacular, yet 
controversial 6-5 Barcelona victory on aggre-
gate. Unfortunately, star winger Neymar will be 
unavailable for PSG after suffering a calf injury 
vs Caen, but there is hope that he will be ac-
tive for a reunion with his former club for the 
second leg. 
In other news this past month, we learned more 
about the 2026 World Cup and the selection of 
its potential host cities. Currently, both Cana-
da and Mexico are set to host 10 matches each 
in the newly-expanded 48 team format, giving 
the U.S. the remaining 60 games. FIFA plans to 
kick off with virtual discussions with both the 
stadiums themselves and the cities to help them 
understand the different situations, before mak-
ing actual visits to the sites this July. It can be 
assumed that the bigger market bids such as New 
York, Los Angeles, and Miami will be selected, 
but it’ll be interesting to see how they’ll narrow 
down the list from 17 to 10 cities. For now, we 
can look forward to the 2022 World Cup in 
Qatar, which has barely even seen qualification 
take place.

Lucas with Rams head coach Sean McVay. Matthew Stafford, 
Aaron Donald, and Jalen Ramsey are the trio of stars that the 
Rams believe can deliver a Lombardi to Tinseltown. On the 
flip side, the Detroit Lions with new head coach Dan Camp-
bell, who has the nickname “The Dude” within the Lions or-
ganization, will start a new era with former number one quar-
terback Jared Goff. Over the course of the year, McVay grew 
frustrated with Goff’s turnovers which cost the Rams games 
against inferior opponents like the 49ers and Jets. As for Goff, 
the Lions hope a change of scenery can provide the spark that 
Goff needs in his so far, underwhelming career. 
     The Indianapolis Colts have finally found their quarter-
back. Over the past few weeks it became increasingly clear 
that the Philadelphia Eagles would trade quarterback, and 
former number 2 overall pick in the draft, Carson Wentz to 
another team. The Eagles had benched Wentz the previous 
year, and their relationship could not be repaired. The Colts, 
with former Eagles offensive coordinator Frank Reich, had 
the cap space to accommodate Wentz’s contract and had an 
offensive line to protect Wentz. The Colts traded away a third 
round pick and a second round pick that could turn into a first 
round pick for Wentz, who they hope can have a revival and 
reach the levels of the MVP season he was having in 2017. 
Wentz will have one of the league’s brightest young stars in 
former Wisconsin Badger running back Jonathan Taylor, and 
will be protected by arguably the league’s best offensive line. 
The Colts hope that this trade can finally put them atop the 
AFC with teams like the Kansas City Chiefs, Buffalo Bills and 
Baltimore Ravens. 
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OPINIONS

     The decision to reopen will not only threaten the health and safety of the Madison community but also harm 
students and families most impacted by the pandemic. 
     While it seems like an opportune time to reopen the district, this would be a reckless and preemptive decision. 
Despite a decrease in the number of average daily COVID cases and deaths in Wisconsin, it only appears as such 
due to the significantly high number of hospitalizations, deaths, and cases in November and December. Cur-
rently, in Wisconsin there are an average of 1,072 cases and 29.7 deaths each day. Regardless of the decision of 
other districts to reopen, MMSD is unique in that it serves 27,000 students and employs over 2,700 staff. MMSD 
cannot and should not act with the same leniency as districts with an incomparably fewer number of students 
and staff. Additionally, with COVID-19 vaccines in short supply, it is unlikely that all faculty and staff will receive 
even their first dose before they are required to return to in person instruction. MMSD is forcing teachers and 
marginalized students and families to choose between their jobs or education, and their safety. 
     Although MMSD repeatedly asserts that it is grounded in equity, MMSD will be harming the most historically 
marginalized students in the district if it continues with the plan to reopen. MMSD cannot prioritize the wants 
of the most privileged students and families in the district over the needs of students who have to be in school 
because of external factors. Community leaders and public officials in Madison are continuously stating that this 
decision will be made at the detriment of students historically neglected by MMSD. Students who need food, 
internet access, and a safe environment to learn may be denied that opportunity if MMSD reopens schools and 
threatens their health and safety. Persons who are Black are 3.7 times and persons who are Latinx/e are 4.1 times 
more likely to be hospitalized due to COVID-19.
     We, along with countless community leaders and peers, demand that MMSD stop the plan to open middle 
and high schools, including athletics and in-person extracurriculars. Instead, MMSD must prioritize the needs 
of students who need to be at school to use district resources, supports, and facilities. MMSD must also increase 
support for childcare and integrate more opportunities for students, teachers, and community members to pro

REOPENING MMSD SCHOOLS IS AN 
INEQUITABLE & RECKLESS DECISION

By Maggie Di Sanza & Anika Sanyal
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vide direct feedback in district decision making.  
     If MMSD proceeds with their original reopening plan, not only would the education of historically marginal-
ized students be threatened, but the health and safety of the greater Madison community will be put at unneces-
sary risk as well. 
     With the strongest urgency, we implore MMSD to reconsider its reopening plan.

REPUBLI-
CANS ENSURE 
TRUMPISM IS 
HERE TO STAY
By Antonio Wu

     Though we move farther each 
day from the turbulence of the last 
presidency, the threat of Trumpism 
remains ever present. The Republi-
can lawmakers that incited, enabled, 
and defended the insurrection at the 
Capitol on January 6 still hold their 
seats of power. Whether out of gen-
uine support for Trump or fear of 
backlash from his large voter base, 
GOP members of Congress largely 
voted to acquit the former President 
during his impeachment trial. 
     The fallout in Congress from 
the insurrection reflects the com-
plications Trump’s presidencies has 
presented for the Republican party. 
On one hand, there are “grassroots”, 
right-wing extremists like Repre-
sentative Marjorie Taylor Greene, 
elected by the same voting bloc 
loyal to Trump (white, rural, mid-
dle to working-class voters upset 
with establishment politics). On the 
other, there are true establishment 
Republicans like Senator Mitch 
McConnell, who have capitalized 
on Trump’s popularity to maintain 
power despite personal qualms with 
the former President’s actions. 
     While Trump’s actions forced 
sweeping condemnations from GOP 
Congress members, their vote to ac-
quit him is effectively an affirmation 
of their loyalty. Even when Trump 

refused to call off rioters who threat-
ened their lives, or when he avoided 
pardoning them to further his own 
legal defense, GOP Congress mem-
bers have not only defended Trump, 
but embraced him. Indeed, who 
among the Republicans felt truly 
threatened by the rioters--especial-
ly those who, just one day earlier, 
were seen inappropriately guiding 
tours to the public, some of whom 
may have been in the insurrection? 
What ‘courage’ did it take to vote 
against court-certified, duly recount-
ed election results just hours after 
election conspiracists stormed the 
most important government build-
ing, seditiously chanting “Hang Mike 
Pence” and proclaiming revolution? 
     Ultimately, it does not matter 
which of these politicians truly side 
with Trump and which ones are 
merely protecting their seats. If they 
voted to acquit Trump out of their 
own conscience, then we should 
well already recognize the danger 
those lawmakers present to Ameri-
ca. If they voted to acquit Trump out 
of political pressure, then it is clear 
which voters are keeping them in 
office. As long as Republicans pay it 
forward, Trump voters will vote ac-
cordingly. Having made their choice, 
Republicans will not turn back in 
the future.
     Should you have believed Biden’s 
presidency signaled a return to 
normalcy, hold tight. Trump’s ‘silent 
majority’ is just getting started. 
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MENTAL HEALTH: LET’S 
TALK ABOUT BIPOC 
By Amy Yao and Amy Qiao 

     Approximately 50% of children with mental ill-
ness actually receive treatment. While that is already 
a tragic statistic, the number is staggeringly lower for 
BIPOC youth. Although mental illness does not neces-
sarily discriminate, getting the proper help is harder for 
BIPOC due to the stigma surrounding mental health, 
difference in education and economic opportunities, 
and inaccessibility. 63% of African Americans report-
ed feeling that mental health conditions are a sign of 
personal weakness, and the lack of Black representation 
in the mental health field leads to difficulty finding 
a therapist that understands racial struggles. Latinx 
people, Asian Americans, and Indigenous Americans 
often struggle with a language barrier. Indigenous 
Americans also face challenges including living in rural 
or isolated areas and lack of mental health education. 
Marginalized communities are faced with systemic 
issues that can perpetuate hopelessness and reluctance 
to seek for help. Within BIPOC communities, mental 
illness is considered taboo and people are less likely to 
seek help because they don’t want others to find out, 
fearing breaches of confidentiality or nonbelief in men-
tal health. Due to a history of ongoing discrimination, 
especially within medical research, BIPOC people are 
also less likely to trust government services.
     If you’re unsure about where to begin to find men-
tal health services, first assess your situation. Even if 
you’re unsure about your family’s stance on mental ill-
ness, your family may eventually come around. If they 
are unlikely to come around, you can always check with 
your clinic, hospital, or therapist with their rules for 
receiving mental health services. Visit the Wisconsin 
Department of Health Services’ website for more infor-
mation. If you are unable to receive proper treatment 
for your mental illness with a psychologist or psychi-
atrist, there are other things you can turn to.  You can 
also reach out to online support groups, or talk to your 
school counselor, a friend, and/or a trusted adult. Most 
schools, such as Memorial, have school psychologists 
and/or counselors that are there for students. If you are 
ever feeling hopeless, suicidal, or thinking of harming 
yourself in any way, suicide and crisis hotlines offer 
free help. Most are available 24/7, staffed with profes-
sionals, and conversations are confidential. Please take 
the time for a quick online search for the hotlines that 

meet your specific needs.
     In schools, discussing mental health for different 
ethnicities and religions during health class can raise 
awareness about cultural competence in the mental 
health field and address issues that affect many stu-
dents. Increased training for cultural competence 
would make a huge difference in breaking down 
barriers many BIPOC face when finding treatment. It 
is important for people, especially professionals, to rec-
ognize and learn about the disparities and differences 
between cultural and social situations. Intersectionality 
is key because mental health is so complex and applies 
differently for people who are affected by a combi-
nation of social categorizations, such as gender and 
sexuality, race, and social class. By spreading awareness 
about intersectionality, mental health services can 
reach out to more people in need.
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      The College Board recently announced the discontinuation of the SAT subject tests, prompting the question 
of what role standardized testing plays and should play in the college admissions process. The issue of whether 
or not the subject tests in particular should have been cancelled remains a complex issue that has received mixed 
reactions from educators and admissions workers across the country. 

THE SUBJECT TESTS 
SHOULD BE KEPT
     The subject tests are a way for students to demon-
strate their will to learn and their academic capabilities 
as part of their college applications. Taking a subject 
test can show a student’s passion for a particular sub-
ject, and further convince a college of their dedication 
to their major of interest. Scoring well can also certify 
a student’s readiness in mastery of the subject; some 
colleges used subject tests as a way to provide credit or 
to allow students the option of testing out of entry level 
classes. The elimination of subject tests strips students 
of that additional component to help them stand out, 
especially when applying to schools with heavy aca-
demic emphasis.
Subject tests may seem unnecessary because there are 
already AP tests that students can take. However, there 
were many advantages to subject tests that cannot be 
found in AP tests; in fact, the biggest bonus to subject 
tests was that they were quite different from AP tests. 
The formats of the two tests are the first way in which 
they differ. The subject tests were an hour long each, 
so taking the subject tests was easier on the body and 
mind for students who do better in shorter sitting 
periods. They were also all multiple choice, which is 
a format that some students would prefer to the free 
response questions of the AP tests.

SHOULD THE SAT HAVE SCRAPPED THE 
SUBJECT TESTS?

By Jessica Jiang

THE SUBJECT TESTS 
SHOULD STAY 
DISCONTINUED
     The subject tests may have been important many 
years ago, but especially as of recently, there has been 
no need for them. Students can take AP tests if they 
want to take extra standardized testing to supplement 
their applications for college and get credit. The AP 
tests are a much better alternative because they gen-
erally are a better indicator of students’ knowledge, as 
they have both multiple choice and free-response ques-
tions and are much longer. They are also more appreci-
ated by colleges; many schools award college credit for 
passing AP test scores, while subject tests were gener-
ally only for testing out of classes, if they contributed 
anything at all, to the college academic rigor.
     In the past few years, most universities have 
dropped requirements for SAT subject tests, with some 
schools “recommending” students take a couple and the 
bulk of them stating they would “consider” scores but 
would not need them. There really is no need for this 
college entrance test since colleges do not place much 
weight on it anymore. Fewer and fewer students signed 
up for the tests over time because of their diminishing 
importance in the college application process - elimi-
nating the tests was the only foreseeable end to them.
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SAT subject tests also wasted lots of paper. While 
AP tests are long, each student is only given one test 
at each testing period - the one they signed up for. 
The system for subject tests gave each student the 
whole packet of all 20 tests in case students wanted 
to change their exam or take extra exams last minute 
(and pay later). This wasted lots of unnecessary paper 
and ink, especially since students could only take a 
maximum of three tests per testing day.
     The elimination of subject tests not only saves 
paper, but it also saves time for students to do more 
activities and extracurriculars important to them. 
Rather than focusing on a number or a score, stu-
dents should be doing more work that helps them 
and their community. Encouraging students to 
consider more long term projects and impactful out-
reach will help build real world experience and foster 
personal development, characteristics essential to 
anyone both in and out of school. This also solidifies 
a student’s passions and makes time for them to more 
deeply explore their interests outside of a simple one-
hour test.
     Overall, the decision to discontinue the SAT sub-
ject tests was necessary. There are many alternatives 
to replace these scores on one’s application, wheth-
er it’s AP tests or other activities that pertain more 
closely to one’s interests in college and beyond. In a 
way, the elimination of the subject tests may be a step 
towards a completely test-optional future. 

     The subject tests, being shorter, were also much 
cheaper than the AP tests. Each test was $22, with a reg-
istration fee of $26, while each AP test is $95, often with 
additional fees depending on your school. The subject 
tests were a much more affordable exam for students to 
take; eliminating them has taken away that opportunity 
for students to include scores in their application if they 
cannot afford or cannot get enough fee waivers for AP 
tests.
     There were also two subject tests that do not have 
an AP counterpart. Modern Hebrew and Korean with 
Listening provided students planning to study these lan-
guages and cultures in college an opportunity to showcase 
their proficiency. Now, without subject tests, these stu-
dents have lost the chance to add an objective measure of 
their skills to their applications to colleges and programs.
     Taking the impact of subject tests into account, the 
College Board should not have discontinued them. They 
provided a way for students of different learning and test-
ing strengths to demonstrate their academic abilities and 
knowledge on subjects that interested them. Although 
the College Board is unlikely to bring back the tests in the 
future, hopefully these much more affordable exams will 
once again be an option for students looking to stand out 
and receive recognition for their hard work.
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WHY MMSD 
SHOULD 
NOT REOPEN 
SCHOOLS THIS 
QUARTER
By Julianna Baldo

     With March 13th being a mere 
two weeks away, we have been 
living under the Coronavirus 
pandemic for almost an entire year. 
One of the first measures that state 
governments across the country 
took to protect their constituents 
from the spread of the virus was to 
close schools and mandate at-home, 
virtual learning, preventing large 
gatherings of students. What began 
as a couple extra weeks of spring 
break has extended into Madison’s 
third consecutive semester of virtual 
school, and with the new COVID 
vaccines beginning to be provided to 
Madison citizens, MMSD has made 
the decision to reopen in-person 
learning starting in early March. 
Although it is unquestionable that 
virtual learning has been incredibly 
challenging and not a full substi-
tute for in-person instruction, 
MMSD’s decision to reopen 
schools this year is hasty, will 
not provide as big of an edu-
cational benefit to students as 
the risks it will pose them, and 
will exacerbate the spread of 
COVID in Madison.
     According to the New York 
Times COVID tracking, there 
were an average 61 new cases 
in Wisconsin per day the week 
of March 20th, 2020, immedi-
ately after Madison schools closed 
last year. On February 15th, there 
were an average of 426 new cases 
per day. This rate of growth is high-
ly reduced from the Wisconsin high 

of almost 7,000 new cases during 
November 2020, but is still more 
than four times the rate that the 
school board initially deemed high 
enough to close schools. With the 
new discovery of a highly contagious 
UK strain of COVID in Milwaukee 
in mid-January and hundreds of 
new cases being reported every day 
in Wisconsin, the school district 
should wait for the daily caseload 
to fall below where they stood in 
March 2020 and for the majority of 
the MMSD student body to receive 
both doses of the COVID vaccine 
before reopening schools.
     In addition to the increased risk 
that opening schools poses to both 
teachers and students, the educa-
tional benefits that students--es-
pecially older students slated to 
return in early April--will gain from 
returning to in-person school after 
adapting to three virtual quarters is 
not equal to the dangers of COVID. 
The academic system instituted 
by MMSD during virtual learning 
was meant to help support students 
through the unprece- dented 
stress and 
up-

heaval that quarantine has caused, 
and includes measures such as guar-
anteed retakes on tests and a no-late 
homework policy that aren’t present 
in in-person school. It is currently 
unclear if the district plans to con-
tinue these policies when schools 
are reopened, but if students return 
to a traditional learning model for 
quarter four, they will face greatly 
increased academic pressure without 
a mitigation of the stress caused by 
COVID. The benefit of this jarring 
transition in learning style is further 
diminished considering that the 
majority of students would only be 
in school for at most two months, 
too short of a period for any conse-
quential amount of curriculum to be 
covered. 
     MMSD officials should not push 
a rushed reopening this school year 
and instead should wait until next 
school year to open when the ma-
jority of Madison residents will have 
been vaccinated and COVID cases 
will be steadily declining.
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• Check your balance, make a deposit or get cash at an ATM with it

• Use it with Apple Pay, Google Pay or Samsung Pay to pay on the go  
with your phone or smartwatch

• Or, choose from 14 other fun card designs!

Open a Summit account and get your free Madison Memorial debit card!2

Visit SummitCreditUnion.com/SchoolDebit  
and schedule an appointment with Summit  
to open your account today!

New members only. Must open a Summit checking account. Offer valid until 4/30/2021. 1 $25 cash bonus will be deposited to your 
account at account opening. Cash bonuses are considered taxable income and are subject to a 1099 tax reporting. 2 Minimum to 
open a Student Free Checking account is $25. Student Free Checking requires a primary savings account. Primary savings account: 
minimum to open is $5. Annual Percentage Yield (APY) as of 2/15/2021 is 0.03%. Rate may change at any time. Minimum to obtain 
APY is $25. Some restrictions apply. See SummitCreditUnion.com/Checking for details. © Summit Credit Union 2021.

SHOW YOUR SCHOOL A  
LITTLE LOVE with a FREE,  
SUMMIT DEBIT CARD (GO SPARTANS!)

DEBIT

GOOD 
THRU4194

4194  8200  0000  0000

00/00

SUMMIT CU MEMBER

OPEN AN ACCOUNT &
GET $25! 1

Insured by NCUA
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